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Introduction
Purpose of this document
This document contains an overview of comments received during the public
consultation of the Launceston Masterplan Document. The document
summarises all comments received focussing on the key issues raised. The full
schedule of comments received are included as an appendix.

Background
The Cornwall Local Plan: Strategic Policies (LP:SP) was formally adopted by
Cornwall Council on 22 November 2016. The Cornwall Site Allocations DPD was
formally adopted on 26 November 2019.
Four adjoining sites identified within the Site Allocations Development Plan
Document (CSADPD) are the area that are covered by the Launceston
Masterplan. The sites are:
●
●
●
●

Withnoe LAU-H1, approximately 300 dwellings
Hurdon Road LAU-H2, approximately 650 dwellings (after the year 2030)
Landlake Road LAU-E1, Employment space (after the year 2030)
Badash LAU-E2, Employment space

Policy criteria for the sites states the proposals must come forward in accordance
with a masterplan/ concept plan for the entire site, and must deliver elements of
the Launceston Transport Strategy, which includes a new main street connecting
across all four sites as well another sustainable connections.
The Launceston masterplan is the document referred to in the above policy
criteria.

Statement of Community Involvement
All stages of consultation on the Launceston Masterplan have been carried out in
accordance with the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) which
was adopted in 2011. The SCI sets out how the community and other
stakeholders will be engaged in the process of preparing Local Plan documents
and in the consideration of planning applications. The SCI can be viewed on the
Council’s web site at www.cornwall.gov.uk/allocations plan
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Sustainability Appraisal
The Cornwall Local Plan and CSADPD were both subject to Sustainability
Appraisal (SA) at each stage of their preparation, identifying the potential
impacts of proposals in terms of economic, social and environmental terms. The
Launceston Masterplan covers site allocations and policy that was subject to the
SA process.

Development stages of the Launceston Masterplan
Document / process
Workshops with:
Launceston Town Council
Cornwall Council Officer Group
Landowners
Workshops with:
Launceston Town Council
Cornwall Council Officer Group
Landowners
Launceston Masterplan Document Public Consultation
Public Exhibition – Launceston Town
Hall, Launceston

Consultation dates

October – November 2018

February – March 2019
2 September – 14 October 2019
27 September 2019
28 September 2019

Reports setting out the feedback from the Town Council, Officer and Landowner
workshops referenced above can be viewed on the Cornwall Council website.
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Public Consultation & Responses
received
Launceston Masterplan Document
How comments were invited
Consultation on the Launceston Masterplan document took place for a 6 week
period between 2 September and 14 October 2019. A public notice publicising
the consultation (appendix 1) was published in the Cornish weekly papers from 2
September depending on publication times.
All statutory bodies and other important local bodies were notified of the
consultation period, including how and where documents could be viewed, and
how to make representations. A list of statutory consultees and other important
bodies can be seen in appendix 2. Letters/ emails were also sent to landowners
and residents/ organisations that had previously responded to Local Plan/
CSADPD consultations and wished to be kept informed.
A link to all the documentation was on the front page of the council’s website.
The document was available to download online from the Council’s website.
Paper copies of the document and the response form were also available to view
at Launceston Town Council and Launceston Library.
A series of questions were presented throughout the consultation document,
which could be answered while viewing an online Story Map. By clicking on the
question online an email box opened where a response could be sent to the
Delivery Team to collate. The questions could also be downloaded from the
Council’s website. Paper copies where made available at the same locations as
the paper copies of the main document, detailed above, and were also available
at the two day public exhibition held in the town.
A leaflet was produced which summarised the purpose and content of the
Launceston Masterplan and advertising a two day public exhibition in the town
during the consultation period. Leaflets were distributed to every address in the
town through a postal drop which took place during the week beginning 2
September. Copies of the leaflet were also available at Launceston Town Council
and Launceston Library.
A two day public exhibition was held in the town at Launceston Town Hall, at
the following times:
●
●

Friday 27 September 2019, 10am to 3.30pm
Saturday 28 September 2019, 10am to 1pm

185 members of the public attended the exhibition over the two days. Officers
from Cornwall Council and Town Councillors were present to discuss the
proposals and answer questions.
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The Corporate Communications Team added the consultation details to the
consultation and engagement register and to the Have Your Say council web page.
The Council’s Facebook page and the Community Network page carried details of the
consultation and reached 13,757 people. Twitter was also used and reached a
further 5,501.
Social media posts were undertaken at the start of the consultation period, in
the middle and close to the end, in order to remind people of the deadline.
A link to the Launceston Masterplan remained on the front page of the council’s
website throughout.

Summary of the main issues raised
A total of 59 email representations were received during the 6 week consultation
period.
A large number of respondent’s comments were received via the Story Map and
automated email responses to the specific questions raised throughout the
Masterplan document. A similar number of comments were made by those
attending the two day exhibition in the town.
The full list of comments received during the consultation period can be seen in
the Appendix 3.
A summary of the main considerations/ recommendations for the next draft of
the Masterplan arising from the consultation feedback are as follows:

●

●
●

●

●
●
●

Reference to the Launceston Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey Document
to be made within the next draft of the document, as well as reference to
an existing heritage assessment undertaken for the site area which
references considerations in relation to the four listed Farmhouses.
Consider if appropriate to reference Sport England’s Active Design
checklist in the Masterplan document.
Ongoing engagement with health providers to be reflected and capacity of
health facilities and expansion plans to be clarified in the next draft of the
masterplan.
While the document will not be overly detailed, the next draft should
highlight routes, trails, and important existing and future routes to the
existing town and centres, in more detail.
The next draft of the masterplan to clarify some of the facilities/ amenities
that would be expected to be delivered in the valley park.
The next draft of the masterplan should make reference to the broader
transport strategy for the town.
Consideration given to the masterplan layout and referencing designing
out crime in the next draft of the Masterplan.
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The Creating Better Townscape and design element of the masterplan to
be reviewed and amended as appropriate within the next draft, and an
Urban Design Framework and Parameter Plans should be included as part
of the next draft giving some key fixes for a subsequent design code.
● References to the recent Cornwall Climate Change Action Plan to be
included in the next draft and climate change mitigation and adaptation
measures included.
● Include the recommendations on the draft masterplan from the Cornwall
Design Review Panel meeting on the 2 October 2019.
●
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Statutory consultees – Summary of Responses
Seven of the statutory consultees responded to the Launceston Masterplan
Consultation. Their comments are summarised below with a Cornwall Council
response and where appropriate recommendation for the next draft of the
Masterplan highlighted in the green text box. Underlined text highlights the specific
or general action required for the next draft of the masterplan:

Natural England
Natural England advise that in accordance with the National Planning Policy
Framework 2018, paragraphs 170 and 171, the masterplan should plan for net gains
for biodiversity. We advise that section 6.0 ‘Green Infrastructure’ makes specific
reference to the need to deliver biodiversity net gain and that suitable opportunities
for delivering measurable net gain should be set out and mapped in the masterplan.
We advise that you use the updated Biodiversity Metric 2.0.
Response/ Recommendation:
Comment noted. The Building with Nature checklist is being applied to the
Masterplan which will ensure that there is a net gain for Biodiversity

Historic England
The Cornwall Allocation DPD for Launceston sets out the Council’s policy position,
supported by historic environment evidence, as to how it should address the historic
environment in the area. The historic environment does not currently appear to be
represented in the masterplan. The evidence base to the Allocations DPD, outlined a
number of requirements including archaeological assessment to ensure it mitigated
harm and to inform the design. In essence they outlined: Archaeological
assessments/ mitigation and NPPF/Local Plan design requirements will inform the
site beyond the allocation stage to ensure adequate mitigation. We strongly advise
that these are reviewed and followed into the masterplan.
The masterplan should refer to the Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey Work undertaken
by Cornwall Council provides a detailed character analysis of Launceston. Question
why the land west of Badash Farm is included in the Plan? It was not part of a site
allocation and would question the implications on the setting and significance of the
farmhouse. Without a policy justification the land should not be included.
Response/ Recommendation:
Reference to the historic environment evidence that supports the Allocation DPD
to be included in the next draft of the masterplan, including policy criteria within
allocations policy. Reference to the Launceston Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey
Document will also be made within the next draft of the document. While the land
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west of Badash Farm is not included within a site allocation, the historic
environment evidence base considered all the land around Badash Farm as part of
its setting and determined that the land to the south of the farm and in particular
to the south west and landscape that drops away down a valley into open
countryside forms the most important setting to the farmhouse. The farmhouse
itself is in a state of disrepair and is in need of restoration. In working with the
landowner it has been identified that for it to be viable to repair / restore the
farmhouse some enabling development may be required. Utilising the historical
farmstead guidance document the masterplan has explored some potential for
small scale appropriate development to the west which may enable the farmhouse
to be protected and enhanced. The masterplan is not creating new policy however
and any future proposals will need to undertake a historic impact assessment to
demonstrate their justification. The Allocations DPD contains a windfall policy
which references small scale rounding off and infill, which may allow any future
proposals to be considered on their merits.
Highways England
Highways England comments reflect the active engagement they have had in the
Cornwall Site Allocations DPD process, and the related Transport Strategy for
Launceston. It will be important that the Masterplan makes the necessary provision
for the safeguarding of this east-west “main street” route through the masterplan
site, and that delivery of the route is appropriately phased as development parcels
are brought forward to remove short-distance, local trips from the A30. There may
also be the potential need for improvements at the A30 Pennygillam junction.
Further assessment and modelling is therefore likely to be required as development
comes forward. Also stress that the transport evidence undertaken to date to
identify strategic highways infrastructure requirements has only considered growth
within the current Local Plan period. Any proposals for future directions of growth
will therefore need to be supported by additional assessment to identify any further
mitigation that may be required
Are supportive of the provision of a new quality bus route and the creation of a
network of cycle and pedestrian routes to connect the development to employment,
retail, education and other facilities.
Response/ Recommendation:
Comments noted. The future direction of growth at Hurdon Road, although
scheduled after the year 2030, was included in the transport modelling for the
Local Plan and Site Allocations DPD, and is part of the evidence leading to the
proposal for the main street through the sites, to provide an alternative route to
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the A30 for short / local trips. Cornwall Council will continue to engage with
Highways England as the plan progresses.

Sport England
Sport England notes that there is no current Playing Pitch Strategy or Sport Facility
Strategy in Cornwall which is an issue in planning for new facilities; this sport and
recreation evidence base should be completed. Without this evidence how do you
know what size and type of sports pitches to plan for which is notated at ‘Q’ on the
masterplan diagram? Encourage that development in Launceston be designed in line
with the Active Design principles to secure sustainable design, this could be
evidenced by use of the Active Design checklist. Sport England supports wider use of
existing and new sports facilities such as proposed at a new school, which can work
in practice, although can be a time consuming challenge. There is a free online
resource from Sport England (Use Our School) that offers further guidance and
information for local authorities and other education providers on how to make the
best use of school facilities for the benefit of the local community.
Response/ Recommendation:
Sport England raised similar concerns during the Site Allocations DPD Examination;
the wider evidence base is being progressed by the Council as resources allow.
However there is an evidence base that has been through an independent
examination and judged as robust to plan for new open spaces and sports pitches,
which is the evidence use plan for new sports pitches at ‘Q’ on the masterplan
diagram. This evidence is set out in the Cornwall Site Allocations DPD. The Active
Design Checklist is referenced in the Allocations DPD. Consider if appropriate to
replicate in the Masterplan document.

NHS Kernow Clinical Commissioning Group
Are grateful for early sight of the plan and would welcome opportunity for further
involvement as the planning process develops. The new homes are likely to have an
impact on local health services including the main GP surgery, Launceston Medical
Centre. The practice is currently expanding and some allowance has been made for
an increased population, however clinical staffing levels will also need to increase. It is
vital therefore that we continue to engage in this process. Recommend that wider
health partners are included in future conversations, i.e. Cornwall Foundation NHS
Trust and Royal Cornwall Hospitals Trust.
Response/ Recommendation:
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Comments noted. Engagement with health providers has taken place through
developing the Cornwall Site Allocations DPD and will now continue to be
progressed in relation to the Masterplan, with a particular emphasis on
implications for Launceston Medical Centre and clinical staffing levels. This process
to be reflected with the next draft of the Masterplan.

National Grid
Have reviewed the above consultation document and can confirm that National Grid
has no comments to make in response to this consultation.
Response/ Recommendation:
Noted.

Gloucestershire County Council (Minerals and Waste Policy)
Thank you for consulting, no comments on this occasion.
Response/ Recommendation:
Noted.

Other local or Cornwall wide Bodies / Organisations
Lostwithiel Town Council
The town council supports carbon neutral development and the concept of
development being confined to the towns rather than sporadic development in the
Countryside
Response/ Recommendation:
Comments noted.

Lawhitton Parish Council
Development should be carbon neutral and include renewable energy, rainwater
harvesting, grey water reuse. Developer(s) should contribute to the required
additional capacity of existing water and wastewater treatment facilities.
Additional local services should be provided before the housing. Additional facilities
should include: GP surgery, dentists, primary school, college expansion, foot paths/
cycle ways, local bus routes, pub, community centre / local hall. The proposed new
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high street may be used as a short cut/rat run for traffic. Consideration should be
given to improving the Stourscombe junction and route to Liftondown.
Improvements to the road from Stourscombe via Bulsworthy Lane to the Bamham
junction leading to Polson Bridge are needed due to increased traffic going east on
the A30. Provide a bypass around Launceston for traffic north of the town. Concerns
regarding the proposed traffic lights on the new A388 junction, which will create
tailbacks. The valley park should include walking /cycle paths, play areas, running
routes, nature trail, water features, and wild life. Suggest also that the Valley Park
area is terraced to improve usability.
Duchy development in Newquay is a good example. The Parish Council would
welcome opportunity to discuss plans in more detail
Response/ Recommendation:
All comments noted. Developers will be required to make a financial contribution
to infrastructure requirements. The Council will also continue to work with
infrastructure providers to ensure joint plans are progressed. The Stourscombe
junction will be reconfigured as part of the new signalised junction that is
proposed. Initial road safety assessments demonstrated that a signalised junction
on the A388 together with lower speed features on its approach can manage
traffic flows effectively. A north south by-pass for Launceston would be costly
infrastructure and likely to be unviable. The Allocations DPD contains a Transport
Strategy for the town which sets out capacity improvements to the network as sell
as more sustainable measures. Comments regarding the valley park, and also
Duchy developments are noted.

South Petherwin Parish Council
Comment in relation to new traffic signal-controlled crossroads on A388 Tavistock
Road (which also creates an improved junction from Lawhitton), annotated at ‘N’ on
the map. It was felt that this would result in tailbacks onto the A30 slip road and on
to the A30. Therefore it is suggested that a roundabout or flyover be considered.
Response/ Recommendation:
Comments noted. The proposal for a signalised junction with crossings is viewed as
a better solution for pedestrian and cyclists as well as vehicles. Roundabouts are
difficult to enable pedestrian connectivity. Initial road safety assessments
demonstrated that a signalised junction together with lower speed features on its
approach can manage traffic flows effectively. A fly over is unlikely to be a viable
solution for the A388.
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Devon and Cornwall Constabulary
The Plan should consider and incorporate the principles of designing out crime.
Encourage creation of places where ownership and a sense of community is fostered.
Pedestrian and cycle connections and movement must be as safe as possible. In
principle routes should be overlooked along streets providing active frontages that are
properly lit. Suggest that younger children’s play is located closer to dwellings for
greater overlooking. Development blocks should provide frontage to green spaces and
not have rear gardens backing onto them. Similarly blocks should also address new
streets and other public realm areas positively to ensure good natural surveillance.
Employment areas must also be carefully designed to provide adequate security.
Whilst it may be considered a more detailed matter, how residential vehicle parking
will be dealt with must be considered fully. How retained hedgerow is dealt with is
often problematic for crime prevention. Examples of retained hedge requiring an
ecology buffer can lead to a potentially accessible space between the hedge and rear
garden fencing which then creates concerns about security.

Response/ Recommendation:
All comments noted. Consideration given to the masterplan layout and referencing
designing out crime in the next draft of the Masterplan.

Cornwall Countryside Access Forum Multi Trails Working Group
Welcome the draft proposals for access, as set out in Sections 5.4.2 Access, and 5.4.3
Open Space, for footpath and bridleway provision. There may be a number of
unrecorded rights of way in and adjacent to the Masterplan area, which should be
taken into account in developing the detailed design. Reference to equestrian use
should be included in the next draft. Agree that the principles of providing access and
connectivity to the existing network (i.e. complying with LTP policies) have been
considered and need to be satisfied in due course when more detailed plans are
available.
Response/ Recommendation:
All comments noted. While the document will not be overly detailed regarding
routes and trails, the next draft should highlight important routes in more detail.

Launceston Chamber of Commerce
Welcomes the consultation on the document and are in support of large scale
development for the town providing it is done in the best way possible. The most
important factor for this town to flourish is its connectivity, and the threads which
link this new area to the existing parts truly are its lifeline. Would hope, with
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sustainability targets in mind, that public transport links will become better, perhaps
with a regular shuttle bus to the rest of the town and easy walking routes. The new
development should be appealing but it would be beneficial that the existing public
spaces in the town and town centre also receive significant investment. Bearing in
mind the 2050 zero emissions targets, the Southern Growth Area can be used as a
pinnacle project in setting sustainability practises; please put our town on the map
by having Launceston as a leading-edge and future-proofed town. Gradual phasing of
the development will be important to allow for delivery of infrastructure and job
creation.

Response/ Recommendation:
All comments noted. The next draft of the document should highlight important
existing and future routes to the existing town and centres. The next draft to
reflect the Council’s Climate Change Action Plan and climate change mitigation and
adaptation. The sites will be phased and built out over a long time frame e.g. 5/
10/ 15 year period.

Cornwall Design Review Panel
During the consultation period the draft Masterplan was presented to the Cornwall
Design Review Panel meeting on 2 October 2019. The Design Review Panel is made
up of local and regional architects, urban designers, historic and natural environment
professionals. All large or important development proposals in Cornwall are
encouraged to engage with the Design Review Panel in the draft stages of
formulating plans.
The main recommendations from the DRP on the draft masterplan are:
●

●

●

●
●

In light of the recent declared climate emergency, the plan should set out
clearly how it and subsequent design work should aim to address the
pressing challenge of climate change
The drawings that illustrate the masterplan need to establish a clearer set of
principles for place-making and, crucially, should include existing as well as
proposed development in order that the completed, whole,
neighbourhood(s) can be appreciated and appraised.
North-south link in the centre of the layout (at U) is a vital route and will
hopefully provide an excellent connection for active travel (cycling and
walking)
Wonder if the local centre might be better positioned closer to E on your
drawing (with a stronger secondary street network radiating from there?)
Strongly suggest altering the alignment of the new main street to allow more
kinks, to calm traffic and reduce speeds; also to focus on key places along the
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●

●
●

●

●
●

street. The design of this must aspire to be a ‘mixed use urban street’
through residential areas and certainly the local centre, creating an
interesting and characterful Main Street, which becomes a strong component
of the overall development concept.
Fully support the aim to insist on some form of bridge across the valley to the
east – an embankment structure would be a severe imposition on the
landscape qualities. The effect of a bridge on the setting of Badash Farm in
the west however will be significant and possibly unacceptable given the
historic value of the last semblance of an open rural setting to the south. An
earlier connection, north-wards (W on your plan) might be relied upon with
little loss of efficiency in the movement network and retention of at least
part of the setting of important designated heritage assets?
Street cross sections should be provided in outline, to be developed further
by subsequent design teams
At the southern boundary would expect to see a more sympathetic
relationship between landform and the form of the development blocks in
the central section of the masterplan. A natural and more organic response
here would be welcome. Regarding the sports pitch, floodlights would be
intrusive if envisaged, and buffer planting may be alien against the landform.
A southern landscape strategy including the pitches and land to the south
and east may be required which is more sympathetic.
Development blocks (B1 office and residential) at G on your drawing could
give rise to some interesting live-work formats but there are clearly risks in
how this notation might be interpreted by others, later in the development
process. Some further guidance is therefore necessary to explain the
principles of how this part of the masterplan might work well. Proximity of
this to the local centre may well be beneficial – a source of lunch and other
amenities for those employed here?
With the possibility of Badash Farm being re-purposed, perhaps the adjacent
the mixed-use area could engage and indeed even embrace it?
Alongside any parameter plans which may be produced, we would encourage
an Urban Design Framework be included. The set of issues that subsequent
design codes should deal with could usefully be set out as an appendix to the
masterplan. Some ‘key fixes’ within the masterplan may need to be geolocated to ensure delivery of critical ideas.

Response/ Recommendation:
Include the recommendations from the Cornwall Design Review Panel in the next
draft of the masterplan.
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Specific questions – Summary of Responses
Question 1: Are there any other aims that the masterplan should seek to deliver?
There were 15 responses to this question. Many comments raised the need for
improving infrastructure including expansion of the medical centre; dentists; utilities
and schools. Comments questioned implications for secondary school places as well
as primary. A few comments raised the need for attracting businesses to the area
and job creation alongside delivery of new homes. Reducing traffic congestion was
also raised as well as improving the quality and environmental sustainability of
development.
Response/ Recommendation:
Comments noted. The existing Launceston Medical Centre is currently undergoing
expansion and will double in size, catering for much of the proposed development.
Discussions will continue with health providers. Capacity of health facilities in the
town and plans to be clarified in the next draft of the masterplan. The existing
secondary school has space to expand on its current site, however there is not a
need for further expansion at present or in the medium term – this will be
monitored moving forward.

Question 2 Are there any other uses of facilities that you think the
development should include?

There were 23 responses in relation to this question. Comments raised the need for
the new primary school as children are currently having to travel to schools in the
surrounding area. The capacity of the secondary school and college was also
questioned. Suggestions for new facilities included a community centre, leisure
facilities/buildings and allotments. The need for the new homes was raised as well
the need for it to be affordable, adequate space, parking and low or zero carbon
development. Concern was also raised over the road network.
Response/ Recommendation:
All comments noted. Deliver of the new primary school was delayed by central
Government but is now due to delivered.

Question 3: Are there any other community services or facilities that the
new neighbourhoods should look to incorporate / provide?

18 response were made in relation to this question. Comments were varied but
included some common issues. Facilities for the ageing population including purpose
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built care homes was raised. The schools and health facilities were raised in relation
to this question. Play areas and sports/ leisure facilities were raised by a few
comments. The issue of adequate and comprehensive drainage strategy for the new
development was raised. Other comments mentioned allotments, ATM, rubbish bins,
affordable childcare and a pub.
Response/ Recommendation:
All comments noted. Launceston Town Council will continue to inform the next
draft of the masterplan, including consideration and need for services and
facilities.

Question 4: Is there anything else that should be considered in relation
to movement and connections?

53 responses were made in relation to this question. One of the key concerns raised
by comments was in relation to the A388 Tavistock Road near the Stourscombe
junction and the proposed signalised junction, concerns were over congestion and
safety, and that traffic signals will cause delays. In a similar way comments raised
concern over the traffic and HGVs going through the town to the Newport Estate in
the north and the issue this causes, some comments suggest the need for a north
south route to by-pass the town centre area. Concerns over existing congestion at
Pennygillam roundabout were also raised. Some comments raised concern over the
proposed east/ west Main Street through the development, in that it would be
dangerous with HGVs accessing through a residential area; some comments question
how it will be delivered. Comments raised the need for footpaths and cycle paths.
Other comments mentioned parking; electricity charging points and signage to a
minimum.

Response/ Recommendation:
All comments noted.
Initial road safety assessments for the proposed junction on the A388
demonstrated that a signalised junction together with lower speed features on its
approach can manage traffic flows effectively. The proposal also reconfigures the
existing Stourscombe junction, creating a safer access for all road users including
pedestrians. Congestion through the town centre is an issue in relation to larger
vehicles accessing the Newport Industrial Estate. The Launceston Transport
Strategy set within the Cornwall Site Allocations DPD sets out measures for the
town as a whole in relation to highways improvements and pedestrian and cycle
routes and more sustainable transport. The next draft of the masterplan should
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make reference to the broader transport strategy for the town. A new north south
by-pass for the town is unlikely to be a viable solution.

Question 5: What type of services and facilities do you think should be
provided within a new neighbourhood centre within the development?

15 responses were made in relation to this question. Comments reflect those made
to earlier question mentioning the need for health facilities and dentists. Other
services and facilities referred to included: community/ youth centre; pub; care
home; and children’s play areas. Other comments raised the need to avoid further
development of cul-de-sacs, and some concern that new shops may take trade from
the existing town centre.
Response/ Recommendation:
As response to question 1 & 3 above.
One of the key aims of the masterplan is to avoid development of cul-de-sacs and
create more permeable neighbourhoods for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles.

Question 6: Are there any particular features or facilities that you would
like to see within a Valley Park in the east of the area?

18 responses were made in relation to this question. Comments included the
following: Public Toilets; a free carpark; a café / picnic /barbeque area; an ‘Exercise
Loop/walk’ to encourage healthy and active lifestyle; dog walking areas; disabled
access; litter/dog bins, and nature plays grounds for children.
A related comment, suggested that south facing slopes below the development area
could be wooded to offset carbon emissions for construction, and that this could
provide fuel for combined heat and power for developments as well as a place for
wildlife and nature. A couple of comments queried how will the park be maintained
and by who?
Response/ Recommendation:
All comments noted. The next draft of the masterplan to clarify some of the
facilities/ amenities that would be expected to be delivered in the valley park.
Next draft to make reference to the recent Cornwall Climate Change Action Plan
and climate change mitigation and adaptation measures.
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Question 7: Do you have any views or comments regarding potential for new sports
pitches on the southern edge of the proposed development?
9 responses were made in relation to this question. A couple of comments suggested
a sports/ community hall, and somewhere to eat should also be provided. Other
comments questioned whether new sports facilities was required as there is a new
3G pitch facility at the college, and or funds should be directed into existing clubs
rather than new.
Response/ Recommendation:
Comments noted. In the medium/ long term the adopted Open Space Strategy for
the town demonstrates that new sports pitch provision will be required in
Launceston alongside the existing facilities.

Question 8: Is there anything else that should be taken into consideration in
delivering new employment space?
13 responses were made in relation to this question. A few comments made the
point that there is empty space on the existing Pennygillam estate, which is a brown
field site. A recent large employer has closed in the town with 500+ jobs lost. One
comment suggested more office space rather than industrial, with another
suggesting that office space to rent on a short-term basis (potentially by the day) to
bridge the gap between ‘having an office’ and ‘working from home’. A further
comment suggested restricting heavy industry to out of town areas, reducing
unnecessary traffic and air pollution. Employment space must have safeguards to
ensure they do not become retail units which then harm the town centre.
Employment areas should have off-road parking.
Response/ Recommendation:
Comments notes. The masterplan looks to provide/ safeguard employment land
for the long term up to and beyond the year 2030.

Question 9: Are there any particular buildings, streets or places in Launceston
which are good examples that you would like to see reflected within the new
development area?
17 responses were made in relation to this question, a few of the comments
mentioned that a Design Code should be prepared to provide more detail on the
design and variety including: what level of local distinctiveness is going to be
included; scale; materials; vernacular details; and detail on contemporary solutions.
A couple of comments suggested avoiding Poundbury style pastiche developments.
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Terraced houses and a ‘Town Square’ design were also mentioned. The examples
shown at Dunheved Road and Tavistock Road were mentioned as good examples.
One comment stated that design should be appropriate to locality.
Response/ Recommendation:
Comments noted, the masterplan was also presented to the Cornwall Design
Review Panel during the consultation period. The Creating Better Townscape and
design element of the masterplan to be reviewed and amended as appropriate
within the next draft. An Urban Design Framework will be included as part of the
next draft giving some further guidance for a subsequent design code,

Question 10: Are there any other comments you would like to make regarding this
draft masterplan consultation?
50 responses were made in relation to this question. Some of the comments made
were detailed and therefore the full comments should be referred to in Appendix 3
for more detail. Below is a summary of the main/ common themes that were raised:
Concern over the presentation of the maps – difficult to identify certain locations.
Concern over infrastructure not be delivered alongside the housing, and concern that
infrastructure is already struggling, including health, capacity of roads, drainage, and
policing. Also concern over the scale of the development and the change it will bring
to the town.
The masterplan should take full account of the Climate Change Emergency Action
Plan recently published by the Council. In particular electricity will need to become
zero carbon, road vehicles will need to running on near zero carbon; this needs to be
achieved by 2050 if not 2030. Considerations in the plan should include: land to the
south could be used as part of the Forest for Cornwall proposals to create new
woodland and achieve some carbon off-set; rooftop solar panels; neighbourhood
scale heat; orientation of street design; solar array or wind generation on adjacent
land; passivhaus standard for all buildings; cycle ways incorporated through the
development area; and strategic green infrastructure.
One comment noted that a gas pipe runs east west below Scarne farm and Badash
Farm.
A need to integrate Stourscombe to the development area.
One comment raised concern over development proposals around Badash Farm
including potential for some enabling retail development. However a similar
comment supported proposals around Badash Farm including some potential for
retail and recommending the proposals be strengthened in the plan.
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Launceston In Bloom Association requested that the masterplan allows for the
avenue of trees and the daffodils on the Link Road, the Millennium trees, to remain
and that any future development will not be close enough to the trees to have any
detrimental effect on them including any requirement to remove or relocate any of
them.
Response/ Recommendation:
All comments noted. As part of reviewing the masterplan for the next draft,
references to the recent Cornwall Climate Change Action Plan to be included.
Discussions with infrastructure providers will continue to be progressed in relation
to the Masterplan and this process to be reflected in the next draft. Badash
farmhouse itself is in a state of disrepair and is in need of restoration. In working
with the landowner it has been identified that for it to be viable to repair/ restore
the farmhouse some enabling development may be required. The masterplan
however does not create new policy buts adds detail/ considerations to existing
policy in the Allocations DPD. The Masterplan proposals do not seek to remove or
affect the Millennium trees. A new junction will be created onto the Link Road
which will look to preserve the trees and planting along the existing road.
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Appendix 1: Newspaper Notice
Launceston Southern Area Masterplan: Consultation Document

Notice is hereby given that Launceston Town Council and Cornwall Council are
publishing the Launceston Growth Area Masterplan for a 6 week consultation period
from 02 September 2019 to 14 October 2019.
The document sets out emerging proposals for the future development of a new
neighbourhood in Launceston, setting a framework within which future planning can
be based upon. The development of this Masterplan offers the opportunity for the
Town Council, residents, and Cornwall Council to take a proactive approach to how
they believe development in this area should come forward. To support the
development of the Masterplan, Launceston Town Council and Cornwall Council
would like your input, which can help influence the final document:
The consultation documents are available in hard copy upon request at the following
locations:
 Launceston Town Council - PL15 7AR
 Launceston Library and Information Service - PL15 9AB
Your comments can be made by:
Online:
www.cornwall.gov.uk/launcestonplan
Email: delivery@cornwall.gov.uk (please use Launceston in the subject line)
Post: Launceston Masterplan, Cornwall Council, Sustainable Growth & Innovation,
1st Floor, Dolcoath Avenue, Camborne, Cornwall. TR14 8SX
Hand: At Launceston Town Council, Launceston Town Hall, Western Road,
Launceston PL15 7AR or
Launceston Library and Information Service, Bounsalls Lane, Launceston PL15
9AB
An exhibition is also being held where comments can be made, at Launceston Town
Hall, Western Road, Launceston PL15 7AR, on the following dates: Friday 27
September 10am to 3.30pm & Sat 28 September 10am to 1pm.
Your comments should be submitted by 14 October 2019
(The new neighbourhood is a site is allocated for development within the Cornwall
Site Allocations DPD.)
How we use your information
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In submitting your comments, you understand that they will be published on the
Council’s website as part of the consultation process. All personal information,
including your name will not be published.
For more information, please read Council’s Privacy Policy and the Planning Policy
Guidance Consultations Database at www.cornwall.gov.uk
If you have any queries regarding the consultation please contact a member of the
Delivery Team on 0300 1234 151 or email delivery@cornwall.gov.uk.
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Appendix 2: List of Statutory
consultees and other organisations
Home and Communities Agency
Natural England
Environment Agency
Historic England (Formally known as England Heritage)
Network Rail
Highways Agency
Marine Management Organisation
Three (Mobile)
O2 and Vodafone (Mobile)
EE Mobile
OFCOM
Royal Cornwall Hospital Trust
Peninsula Community Health
Kernow Clinical Commissioning Group
Healthwatch Cornwall
National Grid
Western Power Distribution
EDF Energy
Wales and West Utilities Limited
British Gas
South West Water
Parish and Town Councils
Office for Rail Regulation
Dartmoor National Park Authority
Isles of Scilly Council
North Devon
Plymouth City Council
Torridge District Council
Teignbridge District Council
West Devon District Council
Devon County Council
South Hams
Planning Inspectorate
Ministry Of Defence
Other organisations
Forestry Commission
National Trust
Duchy of Cornwall (Land Steward Western District)
Cornwall Wildlife Trust
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National Farmers Union in the SW
Devon and Cornwall Housing Association
Coastline Housing
Westward Housing
First Devon and Cornwall (First Group PLC Buses)
First Great Western
Civil Aviation Authority
Civil Aviation Authority
Cornwall Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership
Community Energy Plus
Cornwall Buildings Preservation Trust
Devon and Cornwall Police
Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service
Kaolin and Ball Clay Association (UK)
Imerys Minerals Ltd
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Appendix 3: Consultation Responses
Statutory Consultees
Gloucestershire County Council (Minerals and Waste Policy)
Thank you for consulting Gloucestershire County Council’s Minerals and Waste Policy
team on the Launceston South Area Masterplan. On this occasion we have no comments
to make.

Natural England
Planning consultation: Launceston Southern Area Masterplan
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 02 September 2019
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure
that the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of
present and future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
We advise that in accordance with the revised National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
2018, opportunities to achieve a net gain for biodiversity should be sought through the
delivery of development proposed within the Masterplan. We advise that section 6.0
“Green Infrastructure“ makes specific reference to the need to deliver biodiversity net
gain and suggest that opportunities for delivering net gain on site are explored through
the development of the Masterplan. You may wish to use the updated Biodiversity Metric
2.0 (The Biodiversity Metric 2.0 - JP029) as a means of assessing potential net gain
opportunities.
We would be happy to comment further should the need arise but if in the meantime you
have any queries please do not hesitate to contact us.

Lostwithiel Town Council
Lostwithiel Town Council supports, as far as practicable, carbon neutral development and
the concept of confining development to towns rather than sporadic development in the
countryside.

Highways England
Launceston Southern Growth Area Masterplan Consultation
Thank you for providing Highways England with the opportunity to comment on the
emerging Launceston Southern Growth Area Masterplan. This document is intended to
create a framework for the coordinated future development of the allocated mixed-use
sites on the southern edge of Launceston to create a new neighbourhood. An area of
future growth has also been identified for potential development beyond 2030, the end
of the current Plan period. We recognise that this consultation represents an early stage
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in the development of the Masterplan and that comments are invited on the initial broad
themes and objectives which will inform further study and stakeholder engagement.
As you are aware, Highways England is the highway authority responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network which in this case comprises the
A30 trunk road. It is in the context of these responsibilities that our comments are made,
and we would expect the underlying aims of the Masterplan’s policies to include the
protection of the strategic function of the A30. Our approach to working with partners in
planning is set out within DfT Circular 02/2013 The Strategic Road Network and the
Delivery of Sustainable Development, and in our guide The Strategic Road Network –
Planning for the Future. To that end we have been actively engaged with Cornwall Council
in the development of the transport evidence to support the Cornwall Site Allocations
DPD.
This identifies the need for delivery of the Launceston Transport Strategy and strategic
highway improvements in the form of the Southern Loop Road to accommodate the
levels of growth currently proposed. It will therefore be important that the Masterplan
makes the necessary provision for the safeguarding of this east-west “main street” route,
and that delivery of the route is appropriately phased as development parcels are brought
forward to remove short-distance, local trips from the A30. There may also be the
potential need for improvements at the A30 Pennygillam. Further assessment and
modelling is therefore likely to be required as development comes forward.
We would also stress that the transport evidence undertaken to date to identify strategic
highways infrastructure requirements has only considered growth within the current
Local Plan period. Any proposals for future directions of growth will therefore need to be
supported by additional assessment to identify any further mitigation that may be
required.
We are keen to ensure that transport and land use planning are closely integrated, and
that development actively encourages and promotes sustainable forms of travel as an
alternative to the private car. We are therefore supportive of the provision of a new
quality bus route and the creation of a network of cycle and pedestrian routes to connect
the development to employment, retail, education and other facilities.
We look forward to further opportunities to comment on the Masterplan as it progresses,
but if it would be helpful to discuss in the meantime please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Lawhitton Parish Council
Broad comments from the Parish Council, please note highlighted comments referring to
the increased traffic along Bulsworthy Lane, this is becoming a dangerous situation.
Q: Are there any other uses or facilities that you think the development should include?
Comments:
 The development should be carbon neutral and include renewable energy, rainwater
harvesting, grey water reuse.
 The development should minimise the impact on water and wastewater facilities and
minimise the requirement for pumping.
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The developer(s) should contribute to the required additional capacity of existing
water and wastewater treatment facilities.

Q: Are there any other community services or facilities that the new neighbourhood
should look to incorporate / provide?
Comments:
Additional local services should be provided before the housing / commercial buildings
are constructed to ensure they actually get delivered.
Additional facilities required for GP surgery, dentists, primary school, college expansion,
connected foot paths and cycle ways, local bus routes, pub, community centre / local hall.
Q: Is there anything else that should be considered in relation to movement &
connections
Comments:
There are strong concerns that the proposed new high street will be a short cut/rat run
for traffic including HGVs on route to the proposed commercial area or A30.
 The plan should seek to improve access to the A30 for eastbound traffic.
Consideration should be given to improving the Stourscombe junction and route to
Liftondown. Improvements to the road from Stourscombe via Bulsworthy Lane to
the Bamham junction leading to Polson Bridge are needed due to increased traffic
going east on the A30. There is already a marked increase in traffic as a result of the
new housing built in this area, this rat run had become dangerously busy, despite
the 75ton restriction HGV’s frequently using this road a short cut.
The plan should seek to remove through traffic from the Newport bottleneck and provide
a bypass around Launceston for traffic north of the town.
There are concerns regarding the proposed traffic lights on the new A388 junction. This
will create tailbacks during busy times as demonstrated by the current road works.
Q: Are there any particular features or facilities that you would like to see within a Valley
Park in the east of the area?
Comments:
 Walking and cycle paths, play area, running routes, nature trail, water features, wild
life area
 The footpaths shown on the plan look very steep and not suitable for the young or old
people or pushchairs. Suggest the Valley Park area is terraced to improve usability.
Q: Is there anything else that should be taken into consideration in delivering new
employment space?
Comments:
 There should be a strategy to prioritise the re-development of existing
buildings/empty spaces before taking away green fields.
 There should be a strategy for attracting new business to the area in order to address
the recent losses of local businesses and associated employment.
 Improving transport links north - south and east – west will help in attracting new
business.
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Consider local grants to help improve/upgrade existing buildings to meet new building
regulatory standards.

Q: Are there any particular buildings, streets or places in Launceston which are good
examples that you would like to see reflected within the new development area?
Comments:
 Look at the Duchy development in Newquay.
 Buildings should be sustainable, energy neutral.
Q: Are there any other aims that the masterplan should seek to deliver?
Comments:
 Why has the school promised in the current housing development plans not been
delivered? What assurances are there that local facilities will be delivered unless they
are constructed first?
 Ensure the housing is only provided for meeting local needs and safeguard against
being sold off to housing associations that are outside of the local area.
 Improvements to the road from Stourscombe via Bulsworthy Lane to the Bamham
junction leading to Polson Bridge are needed due to increased traffic going east on
the A30. There is already a marked increase in traffic as a result of the new housing
built in this area, this rat run had become dangerously busy, despite the 75ton
restriction HGV’s frequently using this road a short cut.
 Lawhitton PC request a meeting with the highways and planners to discuss the plans
in more detail.

Devon and Cornwall Constabulary
Thank you on behalf of Devon and Cornwall Police for the opportunity to comment on this
masterplan.
My main comment regarding the masterplan is that the plan should consider and
incorporate the principles of designing out crime. By so doing will then hopefully ensure
new neighbourhoods are safe and very importantly also feel safe for all.
Detailed design should encourage creation of places where ownership and a sense of
community is fostered. Different uses should not create friction or undermine overall
security of the newly created place or existing neighbourhoods.
Specifically I would raise the following as the most important considerations at this stage.
Whilst permeability for pedestrians would be generally encouraged there must not be
permeability just for its own sake.
Pedestrian and cycle connections and movement must be as safe as possible. In principle
routes should be overlooked along streets providing active frontages that are properly lit.
Work should be undertaken to ensure that likely destinations within the masterplan area
and obviously beyond will have such routes provided. Routes should be convenient without
compromising security of dwellings or other uses.
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In particular destinations such as Launceston town centre, local existing and proposed
schools (marked z), new sports/play areas and employment opportunities should have safe
walkable routes provided.
The masterplan does provide significant green space. How both residential and
employment space addresses these spaces is important. Development blocks should
provide frontage to such space and not have rear gardens backing onto these areas.
Similarly blocks should also address new streets and other public realm areas positively to
ensure good natural surveillance. If necessary measures to prevent motorcycles and other
vehicles accessing green space may have to be considered and incorporated
Public and private space should be clearly defined and areas of ambiguity avoided with
appropriate boundary treatments provided..
The issue of street lighting must be fully considered. If the intention is to encourage walking
and cycling then properly lighting safe routes should be required. For example will the
valley bridge (marked j) be fully lit?
Employment areas must also be carefully designed to provide adequate security. Such
areas are often more vulnerable out of hours or overnight when activity often reduces
markedly. Blocks should be designed to maximise natural surveillance and where
appropriate restrict points of vehicular access, often just one point of access is best.
Elsewhere we have sometimes experienced issues of crime and anti-social behaviour where
employment space is located very close to residential blocks where the commercial areas
have become unofficial playgrounds at weekends/overnight.
Whilst it may be considered a more detailed matter how residential vehicle parking will be
dealt with must be considered fully. Whilst a mix of solutions would be expected if these
include rear parking courts then it should be made clear that such spaces must be small,
safe and be well overlooked from commonly habited rooms, with active frontages included.
Adequate lighting of such courts should be mandatory.
How retained hedgerow is dealt with is often problematic for crime prevention. I have seen
examples of retained hedge requiring an ecology buffer leading to a potentially accessible
space between the hedge and rear garden fencing which then creates concerns about
security.
South Petherwin Parish Council
Key N. New traffic signal-controlled crossroads on A388 Tavistock Road (which also
creates an improved junction from Lawhitton).
On behalf of South Petherwin Parish Council - regarding the proposed traffic signalcontrol it was felt that this would result in tailbacks onto the A30 slip road and on to the
A30. Therefore it is suggested that a roundabout or flyover be considered.
Sport England
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Sport England is the Government agency responsible for delivering the Government’s
sporting objectives. Maximising the investment into sport and recreation through the land
use planning system is one of our priorities. You will also be aware that Sport England is a
statutory consultee on planning applications affecting playing fields.
The new Sport England Strategy ‘Towards An Active Nation’ (2016-21) identifies key
changes in the delivery of the strategy:
 Tackle inactivity: more money and resources
 Invest in children and young people to build positive attitudes to sport and
activity
 Help those currently active to carry on, but at a lower cost to the public purse
 Put customers at the heart of what we do/be welcoming and inclusive
 Help sport to keep pace with the digital expectations of customers
 Encourage stronger local collaboration to deliver a joined up experience for
customers
 Working with a wide range of partners, using our expertise and investment to
align
 Applying behaviour change principles to encourage innovation to share best
practice
Sport England has assessed this consultation in the light of Sport England’s Planning for
Sport: Forward Planning guidance https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-andplanning/planning-for-sport/
The overall thrust of the statement is that a planned approach to the provision of facilities
and opportunities for sport is necessary, new sports facilities should be fit for purpose,
and they should be available for community sport. To achieve this, our objectives are to:
PROTECT sports facilities from loss as a result of redevelopment
ENHANCE existing facilities through improving their quality, accessibility and
management
PROVIDE new facilities that are fit for purpose to meet demands for participation
now and in the future.
Sport England believes that sport has an important role in modern society and in creating
sustainable and healthy communities. Sport and physical activity is high on the
Government’s national agenda as it cuts across a number of current topics that include
health, social inclusion, regeneration and anti-social behaviour. The importance of sport
should be recognised as a key component of development plans, and not considered in
isolation.
The following comments are provided within the context of:
• The National Planning Policy Framework (MHCLG, 2019).
• Sport England’s Planning for Sport webpages (2019).
1. Local Plan & Evidence Base
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The National Planning Policy Framework (2019) states:
96. Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and
physical activity is important for the health and well-being of communities. Planning
policies should be based on robust and up-to-date assessments of the need for open
space, sport and recreation facilities (including quantitative or qualitative deficits or
surpluses) and opportunities for new provision. Information gained from the
assessments should be used to determine what open space, sport and recreational
provision is needed, which plans should then seek to accommodate.
Sport England’s view is that, in order to meet the requirements of the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF), this should include a strategy (supply and demand analysis with
qualitative issues included) covering the need for indoor and outdoor sports facilities,
including playing pitches.
Playing Pitch Strategy
https://www.sportengland.org/how-we-can-help/facilities-and-planning/planning-forsport?section=assessing_needs_and_playing_pitch_strategy_guidance
This guidance document provides a recommended step by step approach to developing
and delivering a playing pitch strategy (PPS). It covers both natural and artificial grass
pitches. Sport England believes that to ensure there is a good supply of high quality
playing pitches and playing fields to meet the sporting needs of local communities, all
local authorities should have an up to date PPS. By providing valuable evidence and
direction a PPS can be of significant benefit to a wide variety of parties and agendas.
There is no current Playing Pitch Strategy in Cornwall which is a major issue in the
planning for pitches for existing and future residents.
Assessing needs and opportunity for sports provision (Indoor and Outdoor)
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/planning-tools-andguidance/assessing-needs-and-opportunities-guidance/
This guide for sports facilities (built) is complimentary to the PPS. Sport England believes
that providing the right facilities in the right place is central to enabling people to play
sport and maintain and grow participation. An assessment of need will provide a clear
understanding of what is required in an area, providing a sound basis on which to develop
policy, and make informed decisions for sports development and investment in facilities.
Again, There is no current Sport Facility Strategy in Cornwall which is a major issue in
the planning for sports that do not use pitches including major infrastructure buildings
like swimming pools and sports halls.
The evidence base for sport and recreation should directly link into the development of
an Infrastructure Funding Statement and / or SPD Development Contributions and / or
the Community Infrastructure Levy.
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Action – complete the sport and recreation evidence base and devise a strategy for
the delivery or sport and recreational land and buildings including playing fields as per
the NPPF.
2. Active Design
Sport England along with Public Health England have launched our revised guidance
‘Active Design’ which we consider has considerable synergy the Plan in relation to
increasing cycling opportunities and enhancing the public realm. It may therefore be
useful to provide a cross-reference to Sport England website
Sport England believes that being active should be an intrinsic part of everyone’s life
pattern.
 The guidance is aimed at planners, urban designers, developers and health
professionals.
 The guidance looks to support the creation of healthy communities through the
land use planning system by encouraging people to be more physically active
through their everyday lives.
 The guidance builds on the original Active Designs objectives of Improving
Accessibility, Enhancing Amenity and Increasing Awareness (the ‘3A’s), and sets
out the Ten Principles of Active Design.
 Then Ten Active Design Principles have been developed to inspire and inform the
design and layout of cities, towns, villages, neighbourhoods, buildings, streets and
open spaces, to promote sport and physical activity and active lifestyles.


The guide includes a series of case studies that set out practical real-life examples
of the Active Design Principles in action. These case studies are set out to inspire
and encourage those engaged in the planning, design and management of our
environments to deliver more active and healthier environments.



The Ten Active Design Principles are aimed at contributing towards the
Governments desire for the planning system to promote healthy communities
through good urban design.

Sport England would encourage development in Launceston be designed in line with the
Active Design principles to secure sustainable design. This could be evidenced by use of
the checklist. The developer’s checklist (Appendix 1) has been revised and can also be
accessed via www.sportengland.org/activedesign
Additionally we have recently released 2x short animations on what Active Design is
and how planning links with health.

or
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaVBh1Bs7Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRCJ4JL_LjM
3. Community Use of Education Sites
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Making better use of existing resources contributes to sustainable development
objectives by reducing the need for additional facilities and the potential loss of scarce
resources such as open space. The practice of making school sports facilities available to
wider community use is already well established and has been government policy for
many years, but there are further opportunities to extend this principle within the
education sector through programmes such as Academies and to other privately owned
sports facilities, to help meet the growing demand for more and better places for sport in
convenient locations.
Sport England promotes the wider use of existing and new sports facilities to serve
more than one group of users. Sport England will encourage potential providers to
consider opportunities for joint provision and dual use of facilities in appropriate
locations.
Sports facilities provided at school sites are an important resource, not just for the school
through the delivery of the national curriculum and extra-curricular sport, but potentially
for the wider community. There are also direct benefits to young people, particularly in
strengthening the links between their involvement in sport during school time and
continued participation in their own time. Many children will be more willing to continue
in sport if opportunities to participate are offered on the school site in familiar
surroundings. Many schools are already well located in terms of access on foot or by
public transport to the local community and so greater use of the sports facilities outside
normal school hours should not add significantly to the number of trips generated by
private car.
There is a free online resource from Sport England (Use Our School) that offers further
guidance and information for local authorities and other education providers on how to
make the best use of school facilities for the benefit of the local community. It is
especially useful for those who have responsibility within a school for establishing,
sustaining and growing community activity on school sites. 'Use Our School' can be
accessed here; www.sportengland.org/useourschool
4. Specific comments on the Masterplan


Area Q – without the evidence as set out in (1) above how do you know what to
plan for, what sports, what size, what ancillary facilities, sports lighting? Colocation with other sports / other complementary uses?



What about planning for other sports (non pitch sports)? On-site of s106/CIL to
off-site? As set out in (1) above.



Are you designing homes that will help residents to live an active lifestyle? As set
out in (2) above.

CCAF Multi Use Trails Working Group
We have seen the draft masterplan document and note the shortcomings of the existing
public rights of way network in the Masterplan area. We welcome the draft proposals for
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access, as set out in Sections 5.4.2 Access, and 5.4.3 Open Space, for footpath and
bridleway provision. Provision should be made both for utilitarian/commuting access and
leisure/health and exercise.
Current research indicates that although there are no public rights of way recorded on the
definitive map within the development boundary, there may be a number of unrecorded
rights of way in and adjacent to the Masterplan area, which we respectfully suggest
should be taken into account in developing the detailed design. Furthermore, whilst
there are references in the plans to “bridleways” (which by definition are ways open to
use by horse and rider as well as cyclists), there is no mention in the text of equestrian
use, an omission that should be corrected, particularly as this development area abuts
previously undeveloped countryside.
Referring to the proposals paragraphs there does indeed include an outline of intended
public access, however without any detail at this stage. We agree that the principles of
providing access and connectivity to the existing network (i.e. complying with LTP
policies) as below, have been considered and need to be satisfied in due course.
This response is subject to formal ratification by the Cornwall Countryside Access Forum
at it’s next meeting.

NHS Kernow
NHS Kernow has collated this response in collaboration with the following stakeholders;
 NHS Kernow – locality development team
 GP practices with boundaries covering the development – Launceston Medical
Centre
●

Thank you for sharing the Launceston Masterplan document and asking for our views. We
would like the opportunity for further involvement as the planning process develops and
indications of the demographics are better understood. Clearly the amount of new homes
planned will have an impact on local health services including the main GP surgery,
Launceston Medical Centre. The practice is currently expanding its available space and
some allowance has been made for an increase in the population, however, clinical
staffing levels will also need to increase to accommodate this significant increase and
there are known national workforce issues for general practice. It is vital therefore that
we continue to engage in the process.
Our contact point is primarycare.kernow@nhs.net. We would also recommend that wider
health partners are included in future conversations, i.e. Cornwall Foundation NHS Trust
and University Plymouth Hospitals Trust.
National Grid
National Grid has appointed Wood to review and respond to development plan
consultations on its behalf.
We have reviewed the above consultation document and can confirm that National Grid
has no comments to make in response to this consultation.
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Launceston Chamber of Commerce
First of all I would like to thank Cornwall Council for granting this public consultation
period. As a significant stakeholder, local peoples' feedback is crucial for such a
substantial development and its success in the long run is based on how well needs are
addressed.
We, as the local Chamber of Commerce, are in support of a large-scale development for
the town providing it is done in the best way possible.
There are a few areas we would like to draw attention to:
Trade & Community
The most important factor for this town to flourish is its connectivity, and the threads
which link this new area to the existing parts truly are its lifeline. How will new and
existing areas be connected and support each other? It is fantastic that more
development in the town will increase the population but what measures will be taken to
ensure business will boom in the town centre instead of take it away? I would hope, with
sustainability targets in mind, that public transport links will become better, perhaps with
a regular shuttle bus to the rest of the town and easy walking routes.
We have seen a small flurry of retailers move premises or open new stores lately but the
commercial and industrial sector is witnessing closures. This is worrying, for the
advancement of trade in the town must continue to increase. Of course the new
development should be appealing but it would be beneficial that the existing public
spaces receive significant investment. Boosting footfall in the town centre from locals and
tourism will also have a positive effect. On the subject of appeal, if the new development
is 'better', what would make the town centre appeal to those that live there? What would
promote the use of say, parkland areas in the existing area by residents instead of
potentially just the newer?
Another link to the existing town could be one of branding. We have been working on
ideas for a town brand and we would hope, if it is adopted, this familiar and recognisable
character throughout the town would be present through new and existing areas. It has
been addressed in the masterplan but the reflection of the local vernacular in the building
style is also a significant linking factor through existing to new.
Sustainability
May I ask what Cornwall Council's specific sustainability targets are? How will power be
supplied? If an average lifecycle of a building is 60 years and bearing in mind the passed
laws for 2050 targets, will the homes meet net zero emissions? Will contractors be local
or will the work be outsourced to cheaper companies? 51% of housing emissions are
produced before practical completion so, amongst several other factors, using local
materials and workers will work towards counteracting this.
For such a large-scale development, the Southern Growth Area can be used as a pinnacle
project in setting your sustainability practises; please put our town on the map by having
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Launceston as a benchmarking, leading-edge and future-proofed town. Its position right
on the boarder as you come in to Cornwall lends itself to first impressions too.
Phasing
Areas that are erected quickly, especially ones that are self-contained, become isolated
and eventually cut-off. If gradual phasing of these areas is implemented, it is less likely to
have an overwhelming and detrimental impact. On another note, if there are several
families moving into Launceston, where will they work? If everyone will move in within a
short space of time will education, emergency services and transport links be able to
cope? If there are not enough jobs in the town, will they work outside of the town and
spend money that could be spent in Launceston there too?
Apologies for more questions than solutions but each question is stemmed from a
requirement in mind. Over the coming months we will be continuing our own research
into the needs of communities, workers from various sectors, and many other
stakeholders. We would welcome any involvement with the proposed developments and
offer to share our feedback on request. We truly hope, given that this investment in
Launceston is positive, that the benefits for the town will be maximised for its
development and future targets.

Historic England
Question:
Are there any other aims that the masterplan should seek to deliver?
The Cornwall Allocation DPD for Launceston sets out the Council’s policy position,
supported by historic environment evidence, as to how it should address the historic
environment in the area. The historic environment does not currently appear to be
represented in the masterplan. While there maybe reference to assets there is no
guidance as to what the applicant or designer should do. As a reminder them the
Cornwall Allocation DPD set out the requirements for particular assets:
Policy LAU-H1 Withnoe Urban Extension - h) To the south of the site is the Grade II listed
Newton Farm; development of the site should ensure the listed buildings and its setting
are conserved and where appropriate enhanced. An appropriate assessment of the farm‘s
significance will be required to ensure the location of any development and other
mitigation measures are used to minimise any harm.
Policy LAU-H2 Hurdon Road - Future Direction of Growth - g) On the north-western edge
of the site is the Grade II listed Scarne Farm complex; development of the site must give
due consideration to this heritage asset.
Policy LAU-E1 Landlake Road - Future Direction of Growth - e) Due regard should be
given to the Grade II listed Hurdon Farm complex, which is located to the south of the site.
This should include drawing buildings away from the southern boundary of the site (on the
eastern side of the site); plus retaining and enhancing the tree planting on the southern
boundary of the site
Policy LAU-E2 Badash - e) To the west of the site is the Grade II listed buildings relating to
Badash Farm; development of the site should ensure the listed buildings and immediate
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setting are appropriately respected. This should be achieved, in part, by locating
buildings on the eastern half of the site, drawing them away from the historic assets.
The Historic Environment Assessment, undertaken by the Council, that formed the
evidence base to the Allocations DPD, outlined a number of requirements including
archaeological assessment to ensure it mitigated harm and to inform the design. In
essence they outlined: Archaeological assessments/ mitigation and NPPF/Local Plan
design requirements will inform the site beyond the allocation stage to ensure adequate
mitigation.
We strongly advise that these are reviewed and followed into the masterplan. These
can be found at: https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/allocationsplan

Question:
Are there any particular buildings, streets or places in Launceston which are good
examples that you would like to see reflected within the new development area?
The Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey Work undertaken by Cornwall Council provides a
detailed character analysis of Launceston. This work is still valid and essential to helping
you answer the questions about how to create modern development that is particular to
the distinctiveness of Launceston. We strongly advise you contact this unit and your own
conservation team, Pete Herring, to draw out this character. This will help you achieve
your vision of “A design quality that reflects Launceston’s unique heritage and culture”

Question:
Are there any other comments you would like to make regarding this draft masterplan
consultation?
Why is the land to the west of Badash farmhouse in the masterplan? It does not appear to
have been considered as part of the allocation process and therefore does not appear to
have any justification for its allocation. What are the implications on the significance and
setting of the listed Badash Farmhouse? Without justification, or a policy position, the
land should not be included in the masterplan.
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All other comments
Question 1:
Are there any other aims that the masterplan should seek to deliver?
I’d like to see the importance of attracting jobs/ business employers as more centred to
the proposals.
It’s undoubtedly important to deliver more housing for the town, but we need to think
about proactively encouraging businesses to relocate into the employment space
included.
Need for more doctors facilities and dentists
Also a large school
Facilities for enough water (drinking) and sewerage
Where is the work for the new population?
Enough social rented housing to clear Launceston housing list, all private rents kept to
local houses allowance. Make private lets take all those in housing need.
Implicit in plan maybe but whole community information for people unable to access
internet or physically attend planning or progress of developments. Too many numerous/
old guard resentment and community needs to be positive as it will happen.
If there a site issue why not the library? Have you asked the sixth form at college? Pot
Office/ Library/ Info centre all linked together?
Please ensure enough social or council owned properties are available for rental
Doctors and dentists facilities. School
Water and sewerage
More office space for profession businesses to purchase. Launceston Business Hub Area
Plenty of affordable housing – really affordable
I think it is really important that we look at the infrastructure of the town.
You document references a new primary school, but what about a secondary school. Are
these facilities enough to provide education for all as we currently have issues with
children getting into schools without the stretch on resources your development with
bring.
The medical facilities in the town need improving immediately as they are not sufficient at
present. Only a couple of weeks ago I called the medical centre 98 times before being
able to get through to a receptionist. The parking facilities are being updated but I don't
think they're sufficient for the current capacity of the town, let alone the many others
that will come to the town if the building goes ahead.
If it wants to improve the quality of development it should also aim to be as
environmentally friendly, energy saving and sustainable as possible in layout and design.
Provide social rented housing at rent relevant to local incomes,
Address homelessness,
Free flow of traffic
Minimal light and noise pollution
No intrusion into wildlife area
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Look at water supply Roadford cannot produce enough now? Sewage – not let it flow in
rivers!? SCHOOLS/ JUNIOR & SENIOR
Inclusion of Access and facilities for Disabled or Learning disabilities
More opportunities for local builders to deliver small scale developments.
Improved road structure to the North of the town avoiding driving through edge of town
centre.
Off road parking for at least 2 cars per property to reduce the amount of kerbside parking.

Question 2:
Are there any other uses or facilities that you think the development should include?
New local community centre is essential to enable social cohesion and encourage
community bonding. It should be possible for local residents to hire it for community
events, playgroups, third age groups, political meetings, public educational events etc. It
would be good if it were possible for local residents to hire it for parties, weddings etc. as
commercial sites are often unaffordable. Kitchen facilities would therefore be needed.
It is essential with our expanding community the plans for another primary school are
seen through, my concern is not so much with primary school, but the possibility of now
having college that cannot cope with influx on students…I read there are possible plans to
expand the college, but at what cost to the pupils…bigger classes/strain on teachers?
This is a concern for children in the area already as any other college would require
considerably more travel.
Where’s the new primary school going that was promised 40 years ago. And when will it
be built?
Education: All the young families will eventually grow and we need to look to senior
education
Health:- Don’t close the hospital. A satellite surgery on the development?
Primary school was planned in Development plan of 1990. Still no school. Now it is
planned on an area which will be polluted by traffic fumes.
Can the Council ensure that schools are built to take local children already having to
attend out-of-town schools and all the new residents. We must have facilities and
amenities FIRST – before all the houses are built. As it is easy for developers to ‘run out of
money’ or come into problems when it comes to building the social assets rather than the
houses that make them money.
Why is the housing density so low, when more housing is needed?
Is it possible to build some of housing allocation on brown field sites instead of green.
Once agricultural land is lost it can never be got back and feeding the population is going
to become more of an issue in the future. It seems so wrong to build on land that should
be producing food – and it is the beauty of our natural landscape that attracts so many
people to Cornwall in the first place.
Residential: Mix of tenure is key. Not only open market sale, affordable but also could the
council encourage ‘Build to let’/ Rent to Buy to genially meet the housing crisis in the
town
Energy generation at natural waste water treatment are inadequately addressed
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A low carbon or zero carbon neighbourhood needs more greenspace, specific energy
generation and conservation reasons at clear plans for natural waste water treatment
I think the Primary School should be on the link road (opp. College playing fields)
Will there be provision for older people’s accommodation?
Please ensure the infrastructure / communal facilities are operational before most of the
housing/
1. Larger doctor’s surgery as current not sufficient and even with pending expansion
will be too small in future for planned housing
2. Desperate need for a large enough primary school to save parents travelling to
village schools
3. Senior education (Launceston College) requirement will need to be looked at.
Maybe a new school for years 7 & 8 would be a good idea to easier facilitate
children transitioning from primary school
Parking for visitors to the wild areas and allotments etc. Plenty of seating along the paths
Work?
Do we really need all these extra houses? Where are the people coming from to buy these
houses.
I believe current facilities and proposed facilities should be completed before any houses.
i.e school, medical centre
As below – play areas to encourage children to have fun safely
I disagree with the proposed Traffic Signalled Controlled crossroads proposed at Key point
N in the document. This would cause constant huge congestion on what is a major arterial
route to and from Plymouth. A further consequence of this would be constant and
significant air pollution in the area from queueing traffic as already happens at the traffic
lights at Newport. Another may be risk posed with regard to queue length, by traffic
coming off of the A30 past Tescos which is trying to turn right towards
Callington/Plymouth, which is happening currently as a consequence of the temporary
traffic lights at the ‘Redrow’ roundabout.
I suggest a roundabout /underpass or flyover would be better for traffic flow and for air
quality and potentially road safety.
CCTV and speed cameras
SPACE / Do not all developers to pack houses into small areas. Use quality materials and
not the render used at Stourscomb etc. creating brown walls!
Identifiable units / facilities for leisure = Dance studio, Gyms and Allotments
Question 3:
Are there are any other community services or facilities that the new neighbourhoods
should look to incorporate / provide?
Recognising the ageing population consideration should be given to providing purpose
built Council owned and run Care Homes, near to medical support facilities.
That said I do support the proper development of Launceston but in a controlled and
structured way.
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We do need a new school but this needs to be built at the same time as the residential
development and not after so that the contractor can say that they are not able to do this
now due to any excuse.
The same applies to a new doctors surgery, as well as the development of the existing
one, a new one is needed in a different location and if you have ever had to visit the
Launceston practice you would understand why.
It is essential that a mental health clinic be incorporated into the plans. There is at
present no facility for helping vulnerable people with such needs, often urgent needs, in
our locality .
Residents are obliged to travel far afield for so many services, which makes Launceston
become less and less of a centre and more and more of a satellite or isolated outpost.
It might be worth considering offering an alternative to Launceston College rather than
pour more money into that school and expect it to make provision for more students. A
second college, maybe of further education, could offer more diverse, less academic
courses - apprenticeship training, TESOL courses, short term courses open to the
community.
Ensure that ‘safe’ play areas are developed and not dropped in as in previous
developments. Where they have changed developers and children no longer have ‘safe’
play areas
Sports pitches are a good start – however the current leisure centre is too small and not
fit for purpose. We need a new mixed leisure facility to serve both existing residents and
the new people moving to out of town.
Drainage – If multiple sites are expected to be picked up and developed by different
developers – will council provide over-arching technical details on quality of surface water
off the growth area?
It would be straightforward. To assess the quants form the whole area – this way the
potential for flooding offsite can be calculated – measures could be taken by CC to
prepare
If this is not none, each development site will need to prepare their own both for the site
to be developed and offsite – this is costly and takes money away from the development
costs – when that happens, margins are more challenging and quality is affected – it is
reduced.
A social room, building, where people could meet for coffee etc.
Coffee shops, ATM and plenty rubbish bins, Pub
An enhanced one stop shop – a bit like the TIC but for social, medical facility advice to give
pointers to where all these things are in the community. A level Geog/ Economics’
students could be involved in this
So many young families will need a youth centre/ club. Something or place for teenagers
to go
Sports Hall or facilities
Before they build anymore houses the town needs the correct infrastructure i.e. medical
centre, schools, etc.
Affordable childcare and social club
Good play areas for children
Healthcare:
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If the aim is to create a holistic development which sets out to embrace and advance the
essence of Launceston it should consider ‘cradle to grave’ as a basis. When I look at what
Launceston fails to achieve it feels like there are gaps. I suggest nursery care, dementia
and elderly care and for the in-between stage, housing provision for all ‘stages’. This
should include the provision of bungalows for the disabled, special needs or elderly which
would allow for independent, assisted living or prolonged retired independent living,
close to local family members and friends. Maintaining a continuous sense of community
for the town. Currently there is a lack of this type of housing in my view.
Nursery care and elderly care have been recently proven to be mutually beneficial in
terms of mental health and developmental value.
A recycling space incorporated in this new development, to keep travel to do so down to
a minimum for residents, and as such encourage environmentally friendly habits and
lifestyles on a day to day basis.
Highways:
Where the southern loop road finishes there should be improvements made to the roads
around it to aid the flow of traffic passing through/leaving the town. An example of this
would be the road from the southern loop road (north) to the old A30 (Polson) as it is a
popular alternative for motorists heading east to Exeter. This route avoids the congestion
of Pennygillam Roundabout. Any future new housing will only add to this current
congestion problem so it makes sense to pre-empt this and enable traffic to leave the
area as efficiently as possible.
Area should be self sufficient
Contain supermarket post office eateries, to enable workers to use, within walking
distance of the b1 b2 uses and food outlets for residential thus cutting car usage at
lunchtimes
Someone from the Council checking the developers are adhering to plans and not
changing to suit their budget so the town looks cheap and nasty!
Identifiable units / facilities for leisure = Dance studio, Gyms and Allotments - I cannot see
allocated provision.
Question 4:
Is there anything else that should be considered in relation to movement & connections?
Nice to see developments around Launceston. My concern is the legacy of the existing
appalling access to and from The A30 at Launceston. The exit where Eastbound traffic
leaves the A30 to turn right at the bottom of the slip road to go to the industrial estate is
extremely dangerous. It is about time that the estate had an access at the other end of
the estate to relieve the pressure on this roundabout before the additional pressure of
this development.
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the big matter which the public are asking me about is their concerns re the planned A388
junction for the new service road
is only showing as a T junction --or has that been amended ? as it must be
It may pay to consult Bodmin Town Council with reference to their scheme for cycle ways
and unidentified pedestrian crossings to avoid the issues that residents and those passing
through the town are finding.
But, in my opinion, the most important improvement that could be made is to reduce the
number of heavy goods vehicles having to pass through Western Road, Dutson Road &
The Bude Road. Currently these are the only roads they are able to use to get north &
south of the town and it is not only dangerous but unsustainable. Please find another
route for these vehicles to use to get to and from North Devon & North Cornwall.
Please keep signage and ‘street furniture’ to a minimum, thereby reducing the feeling of
urbanisation and clutter.
I see daily people crossing a busy A388 Tavistock Road After chasing for 3 years we
understand a crossing is going not that this will help residents in the new estate as there
are two roads to cross, many like to walk through our nice open grass areas and pathways
to walk their dogs.
Before there is any more development along the A 388 Cornwall Council need to address
the missing facilities and to put though Southern Loop Road to take pressure off the A388
as listed in Cornwall Council document in September 2016, with all the extra council tax
that will be paid from the new developments Cornwall Council should advance the cash to
build the Loop Road Now and get monies from the developers stage by stage and wait 510 years for the estates to be competed.
With the Southern Area Masterplan there is an opportunity for many benefits for our
Town and I hope Launceston Town Council will support the residents in the Southern Area
and bring those residents onto a working committee to work with Cornwall Council to
have the right development for the expanding Southern Area off the A388.
Compulsory 30 mph speed limit to be imposed from the new traffic calming measures
(traffic signal lights at new junction. N) to link up with existing 30 mph limit on the A388
into Lanson. This would also encompass the priority junction “O”.
I was unable to view the plans while in Launceston town hall.
I live in Lawhitton and have concerns about the development and how the road will
connect. At the Stourscombe junction where it meets the A388 there are already regular
incidents. Additional junctions are a concern. It is already a nasty junction. Will there be
any public footpaths?
When designing the housing and associated streets PLEASE make them wide enough to
accommodate 2 car households and enough parking for flats. No main road through the
development. Madness.
Create a pedestrian footbridge for the link road over the roundabout into the entrance to
Pennygillam Industrial Estate
M. Pedestrian track on Tavistock Road
Houses already built have taken most of the road.
Access to school? Cars blocking roads or is there going to be a car park with sufficient
turning space
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Main street now goes through the local centre. It will now take heavy lorries using the
‘link’ road
Bus links between town centre and proposed sites
Enough parking to prevent too much on road and difficult access for emergency vehicles
Why do we need another road going south west when the A30 is perfectly fixed to cope
with that traffic.
What is desperately needed is a by-pass for Newport linking Bude and Holsworthy.
Road safety
We live on Kit Hill View, the road through ALREADY struggles with the residential traffic of
this area (cars have to park at the roadside outside houses as there is limited off road
parking). With the proposed new residential area, a road is going to connect through the
bottom of our estate and be a short cut to the college, Lidl and Retail Park. THIS
CONCERNS ME. The on street parking needs to remain and traffic limited through here.
Could just footpaths be considered or no access at all?
Are you people insane?
The eat-west ‘main street’ is ludicrous, taking high volumes of traffic though a residential
area = accident / death waiting to happen. The cost of this with the bridge is also a total
waste of public money.
What happens when the traffic from the new highway reaches the small roads?
How is there going to be parking for the 4000+ new cars?
How are we going to cross new highway?
The ‘MAIN STREET’ runs through houses on either side – site with houses away from the
street on one side only. Children cross roads.
Re: ‘Highways’ heading to create a new east-west main street through the development.
How thoughtless is that, with housing on either side??
More houses, more people, MORE CARS! Up to 3 per household in the worst scenario –
where will they park – on the road!
Bus/ coach depot instead of huge buses and coaches and lorries coming into
LAUNCESTON
Please get improvements to the roundabout where you go down on to the bypass even
the signage is terrible
Over 1000 dwellings equalling over 2000 cars. Where are they going to go? Launceston
has got to big already. The roads are too congested, parking is a nightmare.
A388 in its present state is unable to cope with the level of traffic between Callington and
Launceston. The ridiculously designed ‘roundabout’ at the entrance to Withnoe Farm
estate doesn’t help. What improvements are planned for the A388/new link road that
will alleviate these traffic hold-ups?
Transport – How will you ensure the key road layout is delivered?
The proposal shows a local centre – this is a street – public. It is very unlikely this will be
developed privately.
A street should be a municipal undertaking – will CC fund this? If not, who?
When? What critical time / milestones have been identified?
There must be serious consideration given to vehicular access and movement. The plans
looks generally exciting but let’s not blight the expansion with unauthorised parking.
In particular please ensure residents are not subjected to ‘school run’ chaos by provided
sufficient drop off and collection points.
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Indeed it would help if access to the school was through at least 2 routes (separate and
connected by paths)
Pennygillam roundabout is already much too busy – particularly work times and at the
weekend.
How can impact of 100’s of new homes (and most houses are 2 car/ households) be
reduced and managed to keep the traffic flowing?
The east-west new road (main street) may not be built until long after housing – traffic
through existing roads is already too busy – it’s going to be mad!
Re HGV – vans etc., en route to / from say Tavistock/ A30. Will this traffic be restricted
access to prevent it using ‘Main Street’ road ‘G’
1. Safety of children – not apparent because of road through the middle of the
development
2. Fumes from lorries and cars travelling between rows of houses
3. ‘Main Street’ will be used as a ‘through way’ from Tavistock
4. ? Any playgrounds including area where children have enough space to kick a ball
about. This should be in the middle of this enormous development
There is a need for car parks to get rid of the on-road parking!
On new and existing developments.
Emergency vehicles have no access on blocked roads!
Electricity charging points for cars!
Vehicles not parked in front of (windows and doors) but areas beside properties.
They need parking for a school not parking all along the streets.
We have to drive into town from South Petherwin. If we want to get a bus to Plymouth or
Exeter where do we park? A bus station on outer location would be ideal.
Safety – many roads do not currently have paths, please ensure the safety of children,
elderly and all residents by providing safe pathways along every road
Pedestrians – Please ensure children and residents safety crossing of ALL roads, with over
road bridges or traffic lights etc., etc.
Proper paved paths so that the elderly can use as well, with regular seating
Yes – road signage! Learn from the current problems with people not knowing how to
reach Plymouth or Exeter and using St John’s as a turning circle. It already has building
traffic as the developers weren’t forced to provide proper access.
A388 Tavistock Road from N the new traffic signal control crossroads to A30, reduction of
current speed limit to 30 miles per hour
Decent roads
More bike routes around the town and outskirts
A road built before houses
I have concerns regarding the exit from the A30 east bound, Traffic turning right at the
slip to Pennygillam, is very bad at peak times this WILL increase and this junction will
cause problems
How this would address traffic congestion leading to poor air quality in Newport.
Deal with traffic congestion in the town.
Through road and junctions should be first priority
What a waste of time and money having a masterplan for just one area of the town, the
whole of the town needs looking at. The main area as far as traffic is concerned is St
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Thomas Hill and Newport. Building a link road from Stourscome to Pennygillam will not
help this problem what so ever and the Plymouth traffic had an excellent access to the
A30 until someone decided to out a roundabout in the middle of it. The most urgent by
pass needed to improve life for the people of Launceston is to build one from St Stephen
to Stourscombe to take traffic coming from Holsworthy – Bude out of the town
Before more development NEWPORT must be addressed!! What a mess re traffic all over
the area!! Pollution hangs around the valley!!
Shop Toilets Speed restrictions Free-flow of traffic Parking restrictions on pavements
Transport plan in place prior to construction and not as an after thought .
Improved road layout to avoid large vehicles having to drive through the outskirts of the
town. The proposed traffic lights on the A388 will make a safer junction, however will
create queues of traffic on a very busy road.
We live on Race Hill and our main concern with the proposals is the inevitable increase in
through traffic it will generate past our house. The Stourscombe and Hurdon Rd
developments have resulted in an increase in traffic accessing the town centre and the
A388 north towards Holsworthy and Bude. This causes congestion, pollution and
inconvenience to residents. Parked cars are regularly damaged by wing mirror strikes and
pet cats are also a frequent casualty of vehicles taking a shortcut. Having lived on Race Hill
for 6 years the increase over that time period is significant.
Further development to the south of the town should only be permitted if measures to
discourage or prevent the use of Race Hill as a rat run are a fundamental part of the
development. These need to be explored with residents and a realistic funding package
put in place.
With regard to the proposed master plan, we were not aware that 15mph is a legal speed
limit on public roads in the U.K.
Parking is an issue on all these new estates and one finds parked cars blocking
pavements.

Question 5:
What type of services and facilities do you think should be provided within a new
neighbourhood centre within the development?
The need for a Council Run Care Home(s) for older Residents - and perhaps one for
younger individuals in need of care or housing support - should be considered near to the
Neighbourhood Centre to allow those residents to interact.
NHS dental surgery. Post office. Bus service. Food bank. (It’s a long way to Newport by
foot)! Café/restaurant.
We know the medical centre is being extended but what about our local hospital – will
facilities be like Accident & Emergency be increased go care for another 1000 homes
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If there are more shops outside of the centre this will detract from more visitors to the
already dying centre
Does this promote trade within the town centre or take it away? Do residents walk
outside of the town and spend their money elsewhere?
We need a local plan desperately, so that a joined up strategic approach can be obtained
by consensus and to avoid the predatory nature of cul-de-sac development by builders
with their profit only cul-de-sac development strategy which is killing local towns and
infrastructure. Well done!
A new medical centre off Badash Farm. Like the proposal
Dentist.
Food/ restaurant
Ability for better market space that is possible in current town square
Community Hall
What’s wrong with incorporating (town/ village) squares. Community areas.
Children’s play area. Plenty of car parking. Nature trails for kids to follow
Bearing in mind everything incurs running and maintenance costs, we have social hubs
like The Bridge, Methodist Church, Gateway etc., but something open all day where young
and old can meet
I think that in keeping with the idea of developing a ‘community’ there should be a Youth
centre/Community Hall type building for residents of all ages to engage in social activities.
Somewhere families can meet and eat- a ‘local pub’ with outside space for families to
spend time together.
A post office- especially now that there are fewer Banks around. People would ‘bump into
each other and chat. It would help to create a community feel. Launceston Post office is
always busy and parking nearby is difficult and or costly. It is already stretched as a
resource.
Nothing large or major which could increase traffic flow
Wide pavements, plenty of space for car parking (at least 2 spaces for house)
BUNGALOWS, SCHOOL/ DENTIST/ MEDICAL CENTRE’S
Bus route, Allotments, Shop, Meeting hall. All with disabled access.
Question 6:
Are there any particular features or facilities that you would like to see within a Valley
Park in the east of the area?
Suggestion for area Q… Leisure facilities and a decent park (like Simmons Park,
Okehampton)
Who is going to keep the new parks clean, empty all the bins etc. Where is the extra
policing coming from
Litter picking?
Who will look after the drainage?
Heat & Power – this site is at the entry to Cornwall and could be an exemplar. CC should
invest in a clear and ambitious proposal to consider combined H&P provision.
Take this seriously and the site could advertise CC commitment to real sustainability
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I feel this is a step forward for Launceston. Please make sure there are plenty of light
footpaths and places to enjoy outside spaces. The school is a must plus more shopping
areas and cafes.
Please don’t forget the town centre please, make some of the paths and roads bring
people in. Can the Coronation Park be incorporated into the pathway system.
Facilities for elderly/ disabled. Think Roadford Reservoir. Flatter ground etc
Zero Carbon. Is there scope for a combined heat and power unit servicing both
employment and residential areas?
South facing slopes below the planning area could be wooded to offset carbon emissions
for construction. This could provide fuel for combined heat and power as well as a place
for wildlife and nature.
Nature plays grounds
Child friendly ways of introducing children to the wildlife around, maybe nature trails
New developments/ need more green areas (children’s) (parks) TREES
Good quality play area of a suitable size for the wider area
Hockey pitch similar to the new G3 pitch at Launceston College Playing fields.
Environmental projects – planting as building and preserving what there is – you won’t
get it back
A kids park that incorporates nature
Depends how the ‘Valley Park’ is maintained
Public Toilets, a free carpark, a café, a picnic /barbeque area. An ‘Exercise Loop/walk’ to
encourage healthy and active lifestyle. This is common in France.
Wildlife areas - water features, viewing areas, aerial platform, ponds/lake (seems plenty
of water)
Less houses, more parking spaces for each house, NO mention of BUNGALOWS with our
ageing population!! Park area for play, wildlife etc.
Dog walking areas so as to keep people and loose dogs off of minor roads. Disabled access
, Local Bus route to the area
There are few litter/dog bins and this leads to fouled areas and is unpleasant.
Question 7:
Do you have any views or comments regarding potential for new sports pitches on the
southern edge of the proposed development?
I think young people of all ages need a place to run
Proper sports for all ….community hall
Is this needed as we have just got a new 3G facility at the college
Why? Why not improve facilities at the college? We have a new 3G pitch there
As previously mentioned – they should be an essential
Eateries at lunchtime that is within walking distance
Circular bus routes
Lets first think re the expense of this and get more important issues sorted. Perhaps a
new churchyard needs to be instated!
No, not sports pitches as I do not believe it is sustainable
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Is there a need for a new sports pitch, with several existential sports clubs on the
southern side of the town, surely it would be better to invest in them to keep them
running, which is a constant struggle to raise money for, as opposed to creating another
one that will need a constant revenue stream to maintain.
Question 8:
Is there anything else that should be taken into consideration in delivering new
employment space?
Also where are these people going to work? Kensey Foods has just closed with a loss of
650 jobs, smaller companies are also closing a logistics firm has just gone into
administration. We are not as an area developing high paid jobs, there just appears to be
zero hour contracts on minimum wage. I have lived in and around Launceston most of my
life but to utilise my qualification I have to work away.
PROPOSED INFRASTRUCTURE. PROPOSED EMPLOYMENT. Let’s see it before the diggers
arrive!
So where are all these new home occupiers going to work?? Plymouth? Callington?
Tavistock? Exeter?
The A388 really neds improving, as does the link to Bude or Holsworthy. There’s not
much well-paid work in Launceston at present.
If houses are being built and areas are allocated for employment possibilities in the future
….. is the reason to build the houses, then should the Council be considering start-up
business schemes (subsidised by the developers!) for local people?
N.B. There is a lot of employ space on the Pennygillam estate already – a huge ‘brown
field site’ where Kensey Road used to produce – 500+ people have lost their jobs there
Informal flexible co-working space.
Meeting rooms etc.
Think of self-employed / micro businesses/ SME’s
Realise that’s market led, but can be encouraged/ explored
Anything new that is created should not compete with existing underused properties. I
don’t think most Launceston residents know who most employers are.
More offices instead of industrial units
Plenty of off road parking
Workspace- offices/office space to rent on a short-term basis (potentially by the day) to
bridge the gap between ‘having an office’ and ‘working from home’. This could
incorporate a Meeting Room/ Training Facility for people to hire as required. This may
help young people and small businesses to establish themselves in a more flexible way.
To restrict heavy industry to out of town development areas designated and more
suitable for this kind of need. Reducing unnecessary traffic and air pollution.
Deliver enough jobs to compensate for the loss of 600 jobs at Kensey Foods?
No !! Launceston is avoided by most rural dwellers
No attraction what so ever
We have so many empty shops and industrial units on the industrial sites, until we have a
town of ‘measure’, no need to build more!!
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Employment space must have safeguarding enforceable conditions put in place so that
the B uses are protected and not abused as they are on Pennygillam.
Allowing Retail sales and mixed use on Pennygillam have allowed the Town to become a
ghost town for retail. No doubt business rates are partly to blame as the rates on
Pennygillam must be so much cheaper?

Question 9:
Are there any particular buildings, streets or places in Launceston which are good
examples that you would like to see reflected within the new development area?
Design Code – should be put forward by Council to developers to ensure variety of build
Please look at design – houses, estate environment – must be sensitive for well-being
Terraced houses with parking to the rear
Solar panels on roofs to generate electricity
Can we please avoid either another Poundbury (twee pastiche) or allow the poor quality
house builders (Persimmon/ Wain Homes) to avoid/ ignore design code?
Good quality contemporary architecture please!
Design Code – more detail required – this will be critical. Establish what level of local
distinctiveness is going to be included.]Is it a about: Scale? Material? Vernacular Details?
What about contemporary solutions – ensure you include potential for this to be firmly
established
House design needs to vary with character not corporation type which seems typical of
today’s development. All community developments should be complete before house
building begins. As its not done after.
You have photos of them but please don’t produce one design fits all or soulless
Poundbury!! Use local stone
No
Terraced houses on the road from Prout’s Corner to Polson
A ‘Town Square’ design for the new neighbourhood centre would be nice, a ‘second
square’. It could be more modern/incorporate modern and traditional but still reflect the
centre of a community as does our current town square. Somewhere that is pleasant to
look at and spend time in. Socialising for all ages being the continuous aim.
The plan emphasises an improvement in quality of developments. In what way is the
quality of current developments inadequate?
We need houses of ‘bespoke’ design, to encourage affluent ‘types’ to come to the town
and open new businesses
Character of buildings not just concrete walls
As in the plan, Dunheved Road, Tavistock Road style dwellings, rather than ugly generic
houses being built by large developers at the moment. And ensure that the building
materials are not changed after initial planning to lesser quality materials.
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Having viewed the Launceston Southern Growth Area Masterplan Exhibition at
Launceston Town Hall on 28 September 2019, I became aware that there was no Design
Plan in place. Design is essential to a sense of place and should be appropriate to
locality. The NHS has recognised this as a means of healthy living and promoting feelings
of well-being. The developments at present are formulaic and, while the entrances to the
new estates are usually attractive and well spaced, as one gets deeper into the estates
the houses are more densely spaced and claustrophobic.
Question 10:
Are there any other comments you would like to make regarding this draft masterplan
consultation?
I would like to give my feedback on the development plan I received through the post
yesterday.
I urge you to urgently review this document as although it is quite detailed in concept it
fails on the most basic of levels, it doesn’t identify where this development is planned in
the town. There is not one key point on which to base the location and therefore base an
opinion.
I have been on the web pages and the same map is repeated and it is not until you can
put all of the maps side by side are you able to locate the area planned for development.
This could be for 2 reasons, just an oversight or to overcomplicate the plan as to obscure
some aspect of the plans.
The document also says that the consultation is from 2nd September until 14th October
but as I only received this on the 7th that is not accurate, also it says that the exhibition
can be viewed at the town hall, but only on 27th & 28th of September and only for a total
of 81/2hrs.
On the surface it does appear as though you don’t want the plan scrutinized too deeply
otherwise why make the whole thing so difficult to do this?
As a past chairman of the Stourscombe Residents Association I would state at this early
stage history does not good for promises made to new house buyers built from 1999 at
Kensey Parc,Stourscombe Vale leaving the Association to sort out problems for residents
with developers and Cornwall Council and now at Hay Common and Withnoe Farm we
see a change of developers from the agreed planning.
Many Residents with children purchased houses from Taylor Wimpey and Wainhomes
being told that there would be a Junior Primary School with sports fields, areas of public
open space, recycling facilities and a Family Public House with letting rooms None of
which has come about.
With the Southern Area Masterplan there is an opportunity for many benefits for our
Town and I hope Launceston Town Council will support the residents in the Southern Area
and bring those residents onto a working committee to work with Cornwall Council to
have the right development for the expanding Southern Area off the A388.
This development isn’t necessary, as I already feel there is a healthy balance between
houses and shops, you should be focusing more on regenerating the town centre rather
than killing it ! Two much green space would be used and the increase in traffic would be
awful!
I object!
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Need to put a long hold on these proposed new developments. The local infrastructure is
already struggling (and often failing) to cope with the current demand. Any more would
be madness.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure
that the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of
present and future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
We advise that in accordance with the revised National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
2018, opportunities to achieve a net gain for biodiversity should be sought through the
delivery of development proposed within the Masterplan. We advise that section 6.0
“Green Infrastructure“ makes specific reference to the need to deliver biodiversity net
gain and suggest that opportunities for delivering net gain on site are explored through
the development of the Masterplan. You may wish to use the updated Biodiversity Metric
2.0 (The Biodiversity Metric 2.0 - JP029) as a means of assessing potential net gain
opportunities.
We would be happy to comment further should the need arise but if in the meantime
you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact us.
My objections are based on that at no time has any of s.106 requirements been
completed. The infra structure that keeps being promised never materialises. The roads in
the town cannot cope now and without the proposed roads being built prior to the
development. I have no faith that they will be built and because the land gets parcelled
off and resold the developers never make good their s.106 requirements as all of a
sudden the number of houses being built by them are under the threshold.
There is also land that already has planning permission in Launceston for at least 30 years
which has not been built on is that an indicator that actually we do not have a need or
viable for national businesses to come to Launceston otherwise surely this would have
been built on a long time ago e.g. Badash Farm.
I'm sure I could go on but I believe these are my main objections.
Though it is not completely clear in your consultation documents – forgive me if I have
missed it – I understand that the purpose of this plan is to provide a strategic context for
legally binding future house-building targets for Launceston set by national Government
and to focus that strategy on an area on the edge of Launceston already targeted by
developers. Taking these constraints into account and recognizing that proposals to add a
further 1800 new homes to Launceston is a challenging and unpopular proposition, the
Council’s intention in providing this Masterplan as a framework for development is to be
commended.
While the Masterplan seems to take reasonable account of a number of the planning
issues presented by this situation, I wish to focus my comments on one glaring omission –
the issue of climate change. I would be grateful if the next iteration of the Masterplan
takes full account of the following issues:1. This Masterplan has been published a month after Cornwall Council have
published their Climate Emergency Action Plan, yet there seems to be little, if any,
attempt to accommodate the issues, policies and proposals contained in that plan.
It is important to note that Cornwall Council has deliberately used the term
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‘Emergency’ recognizing the urgent need for radical change which accelerating
global warming presents to all communities. CO2 emissions from buildings and
transport form a major part of the problem and, rightly, the built environment is
one of the areas prioritised in the Emergency Action Plan. It is alarming, then, to
find no substantial trace of either urgency or radical change in a Strategic
Masterplan of this importance and scale. This must be rectified, or both this
Masterplan and the Climate Emergency Action Plan will be seriously devalued,
even undermined.
2. In section 4.10 of The Emergency Action Plan, where it describes the journey to
carbon neutrality for Cornwall – preferably by 2030, definitely by 2050 - it says
“electricity will need to become zero carbon, road vehicles will need to running on
near zero carbon and next to no buildings will be using oil, gas or coal to warm
them”. Surely it follows that any proposal for new buildings or infrastructure must
heed this observation, all the more so when it is widely accepted that effecting
this change in new development is much easier than retrofitting existing buildings
and structures. With that in mind, one would expect that this Strategic Masterplan
would have adopted ‘zero carbon’ as one of its headline goals – yet it is missing
from the headline topics and it is barely mentioned in the detail.
3. The opportunities to create the entirety of this Masterplan as a zero carbon
neighbourhood exist in this location and should be researched and incorporated in
the final document. This would include an assessment of heat/cooling loads and
power needs in both residential and mixed use development; estimates of
generation capacity from rooftop PV and strategic orientation of street design;
opportunities for a neighbourhood scale heat and power unit powered by shortrotation coppice or anaerobic digestion; viability of a solar array and or wind
turbine generation on land adjacent and therefore incorporated into the Plan
area; designated cycle ways; incorporated full passivhaus designation for all
buildings.
4. The scope for extending the area of the Masterplan into the adjacent land to the
south of the existing plan area needs to be considered. As mentioned above, this
land could have a direct use for energy generation for the neighbourhood, but
there are other issues to be considered. The creation of this new built
environment will entail a considerable capital carbon footprint through
construction as well as the loss of agricultural land, hedgerows and trees. In the
low carbon or zero carbon world imminently – and rightly - envisioned in the
Climate Emergency Plan, as many as possible of these natural costs need to be
offset and the south facing slopes to the south and west of the Masterplan area
would provide an excellent location for the creation of a substantial area of new
woodland. This could achieve some carbon offset, a resource for biodiversity –
particularly if planned to link up areas of existing woodland – and a significant
local step towards initiating the Forest for Cornwall proposals outlined in the
Climate Emergency Action Plan. Depending upon the extent and design of this
adjacent area, there is no reason why both woodland and energy generation
objectives could be addressed.
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5. The Masterplan could also better reflect the Climate Emergency Action Plan on
transport issues. There is no explicit mention of cycle ways within the plan area,
nor of electric charging stations or public transport. There is scope for this new
neighbourhood to incorporate public transport links with the rest of Launceston
and, bearing in mind its location, with other settlements to the south of the town.
Encouraging and facilitating walking and cycling is a key issue for the journey to a
zero carbon world and the provision of designated routes is a key element of this
encouragement. In addition, there is no need for any of the routes to be
designated at 30 mph, and the opportunity to designate them all – including the
through traffic route – at 20 mph would be a positive step towards
encouragement and protection of pedestrians and cyclists.
6. The Masterplan’s intention of safeguarding areas for greenspace – particularly the
valley park and the proposals for community orchards and allotments - are to be
welcomed, yet these too could and should be more deeply envisioned. There is no
mention, for example, of using the valley and its ponds and wetlands for the
natural treatment of wastewater or grey water – yet their central location would
seem to merit this consideration. The inclusion of small orchards and allotments
appears to be as a minor amenity rather than an integrated part of a the vision for
a sustainable neighbourhood, yet here is a new community of 1,800 homes maybe 5,000 people – so why not plan for state of the art commercial scale
horticulture and integrate this with waste and energy systems, giving added
viability to heat and power proposals and to the applications of anaerobic
digestion and/or short rotation coppice?
7. The Masterplan makes no reference to stages of implementation and it may be
that is not appropriate at this stage. However, there are planning applications
already under consideration for the plan area, which underlines the importance of
development phases, not least because of the frequency with which infrastructure
considerations are often left until last, diluted, reduced and too often left undone.
It would be reassuring to local residents to see headline development phases and,
in particular, to see infrastructure being delivered before rather than after
residential and industrial development. This applies to all the built community
facilities identified in the plan and to the green infrastructure, much of which can
be created as the strategic context into which development fits rather than the
other way round.
I appreciate that some of the proposals outlined in the comments I have made may be
regarded as being outside the scope of a Masterplan such as this: some of them certainly
present a challenge to current national planning regulations. However, these are not
‘ordinary’ times. The Council’s recognition and formal adoption of the climate change
emergency addresses this plainly in it Emergency Action Plan and it must follow this
through, applying that same assessment to all key matters of detail – and, when we are
talking about planning to create a future community that will last for many decades, it
makes absolutely no sense to do otherwise.
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Most of the info sounds like gobbledegook to me i.e. creating a ‘sense of place’!!! 1000
more houses! Ridiculous!
Looks very expensive locals will not be able to afford it
Why isn’t the exhibition open for longer? Packing up with people still here
Developers % contribution to local business development.
Contract Law. Wimpey? On 100% completion allocation given to school and medical
centre. If on 99% completion not have to do??
Build on Brown field sites. We have some. Once the green is gone it’s gone for good.
What about improving the sewerage we have before creating more. What about the lack
of police and other facilities we need now before we get more houses. We already have
too many people and cars.
Need more water. ? Look at Coliford Lake. All this rain and it’s the lowest I’ve seen it???
Also gas and electric
Very exciting development! Grow the town!
Extra Police?
Health care?
Traffic calming?
Where are the numbers?
You say the number of homes has been set – but what is this and by when? Dos this
development meet this or exceed it?
Will all this be supported by an increase in policing in this town?
Drainage!
Promises, promises that come to fruition, just greedy developers lining their pockets.
Hotel/ pub at Withnoe approved, disappeared from phase 2 plans and additional housing
instead. Think of the community and provide more than housing and empty promises
PLEASE!
Bins – who is around to take them in after they have been emptied?
The town is already struggling with a lack of infrastructure – this must be increased
BEFORE considering more residential areas.
Crime is increasing and never any sign of a police force!
Crime is rising and the police station is shutting.
The school was promised years ago and we don’t need more out of town shops. The old
folk can’t get there.
Free parking in town to encourage people back to our town centre
Planning – CC can assist future private developers by assessing the now for: Archaeology /
Drainage (SW & FW) as well as trees, Ecology/ Historical
Contamination – If this work is undertaken on a whole site basis, individual plots can be
considered only on the finer points. This will open the possibility for smaller (more local)
developers to consider purchase, If not – you lose employment opps for locals, you lose
variation and you risk homogeneity.
How will the developers/ council attract businesses into the planned commercial units?
Do we need more commercial space – are Scarne and Pennygillam industrial estates both
full?
Especially in response to the recent departure of Kensey Foods
I am against this development.
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Destroying beautiful landscape, more cars, more waste to make climate change speed up.
Destroying more homes for birds and wildlife. You can never get this land back once it’s
gone. Completely spoiling Launceston and Cornwall. There will be nothing for visitors to
see all covered in concrete.
This is not needed just brings more pollution.
Our whole community is being spoilt.
This all comes down to money, don’t give into the government, what is the point of
destroying something so beautiful. Shame on you all.
This plan is not in step with the Councils Climate Emergency Action Plan – an opportunity
to set the scene for a carbon – neutral neighbourhood has been missed. This needs to be
rectified in the next stage of the plan- an energy generation plan; a natural resources
plan; and a green infrastructure plan that extends beyond the shown plan area.
Why don’t they build a play are before building houses.
Sewerage – properties currently not on mains drainage? Will they be given the
opportunity to join the mains drainage system?
Thank you for thinking proactively about the future.
Proper signage to ensure private land is signed. Lots of dog bins
The average age of people in the town hall twice was probably 60. Where are the
younger people being engaged? PTA meetings, mother and baby circles?
We don’t need such a large increase in Launceston population
Far too many houses, this would be enough for the next 30 years!
Is this is just a tick box exercise? I think it will all go through regardless of locals thoughts.
Improve what we have first, then build
Gas pipe runs E-W across Hurdon Lane just below Scarne Farm orchard, then westward
below Badash Farm.
It is horrifying with the levels of unemployment, the lack of services & facilities that this
development is even being considered.
What are the sustainability plans & environmental plans that come with such a huge new
development?
The gardens are tiny, the open spaces lost will not be replaced. Surely to minimise the
environmental impact then allotment spaces should be created for people to grow their
own food, areas of coppice trees planted for future use for fuel.
Building concrete houses with gas heating systems will have a negative effect on the local
environment.
Where will these new residents work? With Kensey Food closed & and a lack of new
employment in Launceston there simply aren’t the jobs for hundreds of new people.
Building industrial units within the development is a nice idea but there are already many
empty ones available within the town.
I understand the need for new homes, they clearly create additional council revenue
through the collection of council tax but I can’t see how a development of this size will
improve the town & the people within it or the environment around.
The Draft Master Plan identifies that communities south of the A30 such as Stourscombe
are ‘relatively isolated’. Would it not make sense to incorporate these communities into
the development plan to stop them being isolated rather than ‘starting again’ somewhere
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else? This would mean integration of the existing developments and the proposed new
one. A footbridge/Cycle bridge over the A388 would make it safer for pedestrians and
cyclists and students going to and from schools in the town.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft of the Launceston Masterplan. I
have read the documents carefully and although I can see that three or four years ago
there would have been much of merit in this proposal I am afraid that time has moved on,
and circumstances have changed.
I did start a response using your leading questions format, but I’m afraid that the ideas in
the plan are now so unviable that the questions you are asking are no longer appropriate.
It seems particularly inappropriate to be bringing this forward for consultation without
having taken the time to absorb the implications of the Council’s declaration of Ecological
and Climate Emergency and the first draft of the response plan for that.
Whilst there are a few ideas in the draft masterplan that are relevant to the changed
situation, there appears to be no consideration of the consequences of Cornwall as a
whole, not just the council operations, having to become carbon neutral by 2030 at the
latest.
There is a massive opportunity here to produce a plan for the future of Launceston as a
whole, not just some mass housing development repeating the mistakes of the past that
is fully integrated with the eco-climate emergency plan.
There is no need to rush this plan through in its current form, as it will almost certainly
have to be drastically changed. In particular the underlying assumptions about the
continuation of economic growth as a major driving force are now totally redundant. It is
very clear that uncontrolled economic growth is the major cause of ecological and climate
destruction and can no longer be accepted as a justification in itself for development.
There are many details in the plan which would require major modification to be
compatible with a net zero carbon and net zero ecological destruction by 2030 target.
This would affect the type of buildings created, the layout of the site, the type of services
provided including energy sources, utilities and pollution/waste disposal integrated into
the plan.
The question of whether there is even any need for further extending the built
environment is not considered beyond the now outdated government targets for
population growth. There seems to be an underlying expectation that the zero carbon
future will be much like the present with more trees - that is hardly realistic.
I’m afraid this current draft of a masterplan for Launceston South needs to be placed on
hold for at least a year while a major revision is undertaken to meet the changed
circumstances.
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I recommend formal rejection of the plan as it currently stands, and a fresh project to
consider a plan for Launceston and neighbouring parishes in the light of the requirements
of the Eco-Climate Emergency Plan is developed as a matter of urgency.
There is significant local knowledge and relevant expertise already in the town and it is
vital that this sort of plan, which will undoubtedly have a major impact on Launceston,
involves citizens at all stages of its development working in partnership with councillors.
All highways, junctions, roadways, to be laid and adopted before commencement of
other development
Please ensure ‘Councillors’ representing CCC know about the town and surrounding issues
and not talk in ‘parrot fashion’ with no beneficial knowledge or answers!!
Use local builders and architects to design and construct houses so they are built to last
and enhance our historic beautiful town before it’s too late.
We act on behalf of Development Securities (Launceston) Ltd.
We have been notified by the Council, via email dated 2nd September 2019, of a
consultation exercise being undertaken in relation to the above document. Accordingly,
we are providing representations as appropriate.
In Section 2.0, Background, paragraph 3 it states that meetings and workshops have taken
place with local land owners to understand all the issues and explore how best to deliver
a comprehensive scheme under different ownerships. To our best knowledge, no
discussion has taken place with the relevant landowners for the land over which our
Client has an interest and/or our Clients themselves.
We agree wholeheartedly that discussion/liaison is required with local key stakeholders
and the local community in the preparation of the Masterplan. However, that should
extend to those known to be involved in the actual delivery of development within the
Masterplan area. That includes land owners and their development partners where
appropriate. Failure to do so could lead to unrealistic expectations as to what can actually
be achieved, potential conflict with agreements in place between landowners/developers
and promotors as to what is to actually be delivered and development that is simply
unviable and/or undeliverable.
The Council is aware at officer and at a political level as to the involvement our Client has
had with the delivery of development on land that sits directly adjacent to the Masterplan
area as identified in Image 1. Our Clients secured the development identified as the ‘site
with permission/under construction’ that sits immediately adjacent to the western
boundary of the “Extended study area” again shown on Image 1. The relevant area of land
is shaded grey. The development, as approved under application Council Ref: PA12/07683
(a hybrid application), was for a mixture of retail, commercial and residential
development. The Council has confirmed the permission remains extant by virtue of the
annotation on the image presented as Figure 1 which, in turn, is an extract taken from the
Site Allocations Development Plan Document which is soon to be adopted.
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Our Clients interest is in relation to land that abuts but sits outside the Study Area as
shown on Image 1. Ordinarily, no comments would therefore be made. However, Figure
2: Concept Masterplan refers to certain types of development taking place on land
covered by the planning permission obtained by our Clients (referred to earlier) but
outside of the extended Masterplan area. It is not clear why there is a conflict between
the two plans/images i.e. Image 1 and Figure 2 but the impression given is that the
Masterplan aims to give direction to land that is outside the Extended Study Area. This
needs to be resolved.
Furthermore, the Masterplan shown as Figure 2 indicates development taking place on
land within the area covered by the permission that is at odds with the permission itself.
The land immediately to the east of the ‘new’ link road which enters the site from the
existing Link Road is shown as being a combination of mixed use (although the shading in
the key seems to differ from that shown on the land itself) and residential uses. The
permission, which remains extant, shows a retail use for this part of the site. As the
Council are aware, it is our Clients intention that this land remains in retail use albeit
there could be an introduction of complementary commercial uses in the form of
roadside services e.g. drive thru’ restaurants, cafes, coffee shops. Residential uses would
not be deemed acceptable to our Client and would be in conflict with the extant
permission. Figure 2 of the Masterplan needs to be amended accordingly.
Moving on, and from reviewing the Concept Plan at Section 4 we note the commentary at
paragraph S where it provides an indication of the land use components of the land east
of Badash Farm. We have a number of comments to make in relation to this paragraph.
First, we note the reference to “Potentially allow for some enabling retail provision if
required/appropriate”. We strongly object to this reference. Paragraph S should reflect
the relevant Policy (LAU-E2) in the soon to be adopted Site Allocations Development Plan
Document which allows the site to be used for B1 a), b) and c) uses together with B2 and
B8 uses. Approximate floorspace is identified for each use. There is an additional policy
requirement which states “Other ancillary uses will be considered, if it is demonstrated
that they are required to cross subsidise the delivery of the employment space”.
We question why reference is being made to ‘enabling retail provision’ as opposed to the
possibility of ancillary uses being considered. The Council will be aware that the concept
of enabling development was first introduced in relation to projects involving heritage
assets. It has been extended in some cases where there is the possibility of a
development coming forward that could ordinarily be deemed unacceptable but which
would be allowed as it would assist a landowner/developer to generate finance for a
project which has support in policy terms. That notion and process is completely different
from the statement in the Site Allocations Plan which refers to “ancillary uses” coming
forward to ‘cross subsidise” the delivery of employment spaces.
The Council needs to fully understand what is meant by enabling development before
making reference to it in this part of the Masterplan. Further, nowhere does the Policy
make reference to unacceptable forms of development coming forward in any context.
Retail development is not referred to in the Policy and there are numerous planning
issues that would be raised by retail development coming forward in this location. By
inserting paragraph S and bringing into being the idea that retail development is
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acceptable, it brings the Masterplan into direct conflict with the Site Allocations DPD
which states at paragraph 12.27 “The lack of available larger sites within or on the edge of
the town centre, together with the timeframe when the additional retail capacity is
estimated to come to fruition, means there is not the intention to allocate any sites for
retail development at the current time;” Further, it could harm our Clients intentions in
terms of delivering retail development on their site. If the Council is adamant that retail
provision is appropriate then a full examination of the potential for this use should be
undertaken and the findings made available for public scrutiny.
Further, the Policy states that other development may come forward on the basis that it
is ancillary to the uses identified. It is not altogether clear what is meant by ancillary in
this context but clearly the intention is that the primary uses for the site are B1/B2/B8
uses and therefore any other use will have to be ancillary i.e. subservient to those uses
and not become the dominant use. We do not see how any retail provision could be
deemed ‘ancillary’ in the context of the Policy. Paragraph S should therefore cross
reference back to the Policy in the Site Allocations DPD and not make reference to
potential uses that conflict with those already identified.
Please keep us notified of progress with the Masterplan. If you have any queries regarding
the representations, please do not hesitate to contact Ed Heynes at Heynes Planning Ltd.
Is there really the space, acreage of land in the master-plan to see such an idea to actually
be carried forward? On paper it looks and sounds like a new town and not an extension.
I think this Masterplan should be looked at together with a growth Masterplan for the
north of the town and St Thomas parish, instead Of just in isolation, so that the town is
looked at as a whole to ensure development is where the local residents want it as
opposed to an area not being covered and developers push planning through where local
people are opposed to it.
This representation is submitted by Planning Potential, on behalf of our clients Aldi Stores
Ltd., in response to the Launceston Southern Growth Area Masterplan: Consultation
Document. Our comments specifically relate to land at Badash, Launceston, which is ear
marked for employment development.
The purpose of this representation 1 s to seek to expand the proposed range of uses
permitted on land at Badash. We support that the concept masterplan has been amended
to permit mixed use development on the northern portion which will allow for economic
development that encompasses other commercial uses, rather than the B Class uses
specified to the land to the south. It is considered that the diversification of permitted
uses will facilitate an economically diverse and functional development that is in
accordance with guidance contained within the Cornwall Local Plan, as well as the 4 tests
of soundness for development plans contained within the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF). We also support that other elements of the Masterplan have been
amended to allow viable development to come forward, which would have the potential
to enable the development of later parcels.
The purpose of this representation is to support the viable development of land to the
south of Launceston for a mixture of uses, including industrial, retail and leisure. It should
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be noted that we support the overarching aims of the Launceston Southern Growth Area
Masterplan, and consider it provides an excellent opportunity to bring forward a high
quality, sustainable new neighbourhood for the town.
Site Context
The land that is the subject of this representation is located to the east of Badash Farm,
Launceston. The land currently forms part of a wider undeveloped area of land that is
allocated for employment in the Launceston Southern Growth Area Masterplan:
Consultation Document. The site is the northern section of the allocated land, which is
highlighted for mixed use development.
The land at Badash is located to the south of Launceston, adjacent to the Link Road, and
currently constitutes paddock land. There are trees and planting along the site
boundaries. The land is located in Flood Zone 1, and there are no known contamination or
pollution issues. Levels on the site reduce gently to the south west.
The land at Badash is bordered by recreational land and residential development to the
north, industrial development to the east and south east, and open countryside to the
south and west. The farm buildings of Badash Farm are located to the west.
It is situated in an excellent location to provide mixed use development, such as a retail
foodstore, and will assist in enabling the wider masterplan aspirations for Launceston.
On behalf of Aldi, our specific comments on the Masterplan are set out below.
Launceston Urban Extension Masterplan
3.0: The Vision
Question: Are there any other aims that the masterplan should seek to deliver?
We support the overall vision set out within the Launceston Southern Growth Area
Masterplan: Consultation Document, but consider that a further aim should be to
‘encourage the delivery of mixed-use developments that tie in to the economic growth of
the town that can ensure a diverse economy’.
It is understandable that the LPS are seeking to secure employment provision in Cornwall
as part of the Masterplan. However, there are clearly employment generating benefits of
permitting non B Class Uses on land such as land at Badash, which has been allocated for
mixed use. Some commercial uses have a greater employment density than B Class
employment uses. The Homes & Community Agency’s Employment Density Guide (2015)
advises that some retail and leisure uses also have greater employment density (up to 1
employee per 15 sq m), than the majority of Class B8 storage and distribution uses (which
often generate only 1 employee per 95sq m).
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On this basis, widening the range of uses permitted on land to include a mixture of uses,
will increase the employment generating potential of the sites. This is in accordance with
national and local policy objectives.
4.0 The Concept Plan
Question: Are there any other uses of facilities that you think the development should
include?
We support the basis of 4.0 The Concept Plan paragraph S that states:
“S: New employment sites on land east of Badash Farm with vehicle access from the east.
Smaller footprint sites due to steep slopes. Landscaped buffer on the west edge could be
broken by some pedestrian linkages between Badash and these new employment uses.
Potentially allow for some enabling retail provision if required/ appropriate.”
We propose that wording is altered to ensure that enabling retail provision is supported
as it can enable the delivery of further parcels of land, and ensure that the Launceston
Southern Growth Area Masterplan meets its various visions and aims. We would propose
the following working:
“S: New employment sites on land east of Badash Farm with vehicle access from the east.
Smaller footprint sites due to steep slopes. Landscaped buffer on the west edge could be
broken by some pedestrian linkages between Badash and these new employment uses.
Enabling retail provision is appropriate to ensure delivery of the wider proposals.”
5.0 Supporting Local Infrastructure
Question: Are there are any other community services of facilities that the new
neighbourhoods should look to incorporate / provide?
To ensure that the new neighbourhood is suitable and will deliver to the needs of local
residents, it is important that further services are delivered as part of the masterplan.
The proposed neighbourhood centre is supported but it should be recognised that due to
its size, further retail opportunities are also supported.
Mixed-use development can have significant positive qualitative impacts through the
benefits they can deliver to the local economy, environment and social inclusion. A larger
retail foodstore would improve the range of local facilities and choice available for
shoppers in an accessible location, and help retain expenditure in the local area.
Therefore, mixed-use development, including a retail foodstore that is separate but
complimentary to the proposed neighbourhood centre, but works alongside it should be
supported.
7.0 Delivering Employment Space
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Question: Is there anything else that should be taken into consideration on delivering
new employment space?
As stated above in 3.0: The Vision, the Council should seek to encourage permitting non B
Class Uses on some land, such as that as Badash, as there are there are clear employment
generating benefits of mixed-use developments that can also help to deliver further
employment space.
Employment land is not always the most viable proposed use and the Masterplan should
ensure that there are supporting land uses to deliver a high quality, sustainable new
neighbourhood for the town. It is integral that proposals can assist in providing and
funding the infrastructure needed to deliver the plan. Mixed-use proposals such as the
one allocated on the northern section on land east of Basash Fame, can ensure that
further development to the south is unlocked because of the required enabling works.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we support the overarching aims of the Launceston Southern Growth Are
Masterplan, and consider it provides an excellent opportunity to bring forward a high
quality, sustainable new neighbourhood for the town.
The Masterplan should include a further aim as part of the vision to “encourage the
delivery of mixed-use developments that tie in to the economic growth of the town that
can ensure a diverse economy’.
The most appropriate site it the northern section of the allocated, and, located to the east
of Badash Farm which is identifies for mixed-use development, and should be further
supported to ensure that is can be unlocked to deliver the aspirations of the Masterplan.
We therefore trust you will give this representation due consideration, and look forward
to engaging in the future consultations relating to the Launceston Southern Growth Area
Masterplan.

The Masterplan mentions sustainable drainage and high quality surfaces. Whilst there
will be an increase in Council Tax receipts from all of the new housing, Sustainable
Drainage only works if someone maintains it, similarly, high quality surfaces can cost a
great deal to maintain particularly if they are not laid correctly or dug up to maintain or
install services. A look at any 10 to 20 year old development in the area will illustrate how
some very attractive street scenes can become dowdy weed traps full of trip hazards.
Sometimes a more traditional bituminous surface is the really sustainable option.
On a point of detail the Green Area including Coronation Park also includes the area
behind our house. It isn’t green anymore as most of the meadow has now been dug up in
preparation for the construction of at least 9 houses. The loss in biodiversity over the last
couple of months has been noticeable. Our back garden used to be full of birds which is
no longer the case. We doubt they will return.
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We moved to Launceston for a variety of reasons but mainly because we liked it the way
it is. Change is inevitable but seeing the plans for such a large expansion makes us feel
that we will probably look to move elsewhere.
Launceston In Bloom Association
Link Road - Millennium Avenue
One of the boundary lines of this area of the master plan includes and is alongside an
avenue of trees known as the Millennium Oak Trees. This avenue consists of 100 English
Oak trees with 50 on either side of this mile-long road. They were planted by the
Launceston In Bloom Association for the town to mark the Millennium Year 2000. The
Chairman believed it to be the only such millennium avenue in the whole of the UK and
probably the world. The trees were 6 years old when they were planted so they are now
25 years old.
A board stands by the junction with Landlake Road close on the north side of the Link
Road with the following information about the area:

“ Millennium Oak Trees
“From little Acorns grow mighty Oaks, that last for a Millennium”
This avenue of 100 English Oak Trees (Quercus robur) was planted by the Launceston In
Bloom Association for the town of Launceston, to mark the Millennium Year 2000, and
was officially opened on 20 April 2000 by the Chairman of the Association, Margaret Wills.
The funding for the project, which cost £20,259.55 was raised by generous sponsorship
from all sectors of the Community, and grant funding from the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly
Key Fund.
Sincere thanks to all, who have together in partnership, recognised the importance of the
protection of the environment, and provided for the town an area of outstanding natural
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beauty that can be used and appreciated by countless generations, in harmony with
nature.
“FOR ALL OUR CHILDREN”
List of contributors: Business Sector, Community Sector, Public Sector”
The Founder of Launceston In Bloom and Chairman of over 20 years, Margaret Wills sadly
passed away in January 2018. In July 2019 Launceston In Bloom unveiled a
commemorative bench in her memory next to this sign.

120,000 Cornish daffodils were also planted in this avenue beneath these trees. They
were hand planted by Launceston In Bloom volunteers. They have flourished and
increased over the years and the annual springtime floral display is an impressive visual
amenity and enhances the town and has become a well-known feature and asset for the
town for both residents and visitors to share and enjoy year after year.
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In 2012, plans were first announced for proposals for a new mixed-use development that
is within the current masterplan area. The plans included the removal of and relocation of
5 of these Oak trees from the south of the Link Road to make way for it and to provide an
entrance to the site. These plans were opposed by Launceston in Bloom and a campaign
to save the trees and for it to be protected and to remain in its entirety began. They
gained support in objecting to the planning application developer’s submitted (ref
PA12/07683). Protesters started a petition against the plans and approximately 2,000
signatures were collected. 1,740 letters of objection were delivered to the Planning
Committee. This campaign was reported on in both the local and the national news.
Launceston In Bloom Association would like to request that this masterplan allows for the
avenue of trees and the daffodils to remain as it was intended and that any future
development will not be close enough to the trees to have any detrimental effect on
them including any requirement to remove or relocate any of them. To formalise this,
could this be considered as a planning condition and/or discussions take place with the
association to consider the feasibility of creating either a new blanket tree preservation
order or any other suitable formal safeguard to protect the avenue as a whole feature
and in its entirety as each area within it is individually planned and developed.
If possible, Launceston In Bloom would like to request confirmation as soon as possible of
what the impact of any development will or will not have on the trees and daffodils in the
area.
Launceston in Bloom welcomes and invites any direct communication and consultation
regarding this area with both Cornwall Council and Launceston Town Council.
I would also question the population projections that have led the Government to apply
housing policies to Cornwall. I think Cornwall Council needs to address these figures and
lobby hard for Cornish autonomy.
When Planning Applications are approved by Cornwall Council, they should consider the
wider area, as they are attempting now with the Masterplan. The connecting Loop Road
in Launceston South Area has been compromised by the individual developments of
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different builders. There is little communication between developers and why should
there be? They are businesses relying on profits for survival. Cornwall Council should be
ensuring legally that services are introduced in stages to serve the residents and our local
town and parish councils should be supporting them in this.
Back in 2013, a Cornwall Councillor in the Launceston area stated that there was a fund of
£650,000 ring fenced by Cornwall Council to provide the Southern Loop Road in
Launceston. Could you verify this?
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If you would like this information
in another format please contact:
Cornwall Council, County Hall
Treyew Road, Truro TR1 3AY
Email: comments@cornwall.gov.uk
Telephone: 0300 1234 100
www.cornwall.gov.uk
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